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1EAF-PtEkUP—tvturray residenton teitch,lett N. Tenth was spuitgl at
his home this week on the corner of Tenth and Sharp getting leaves ready
for the annual city leaf pickup, which began this week According to
Murray Street Superintendent, Ray Clark, street crews will be available to
pick up leaves, either using a special vacuum machine, or bagged. City of-
ficials urge residents to plat? leaves 'in "bags for fastervickup PeiStin
needing leaves picked up can phone 753-3790.
Staff Photo loweff Atchley
JATddliTSchool ProposarDlieussed
School Board
The Calloway County School Board
approved the purchase of 7.6 acres Of
property adjacent to Calloway -County
-- High School at a cost of $38,386.50 at its
regular meeting last night. The
property is being purchased from
Hamp Brooks and will give the system
additional room for its school bus
garage and athletic facilities according
to Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent.
A lengthy discussion was also heldat -




Kentucky _ Department of Commeree
Commissioner Terry McBrayer will be
the principal speaker during the fifty-
first annual Murray Chamber of
Commerce membership banquet Nov.
The banquet it.slated for 6:30 p.m. at
Colonial House Smorgasbord on US.
641 north of Murray.
Murray Chamber President Leonard
Vaughn said, "A pleatiant evening of
fellowship and a good, program has
been planned.. .In the view of many
(McBrayer) will be the Democrat
candidate for governor in the next
election. Mr. McBrayer is widely
known for his innovative methods of -
attracting industry and business to
Kentucky. He has expanded the search
to include Europe and Japan."
• James L. Johnson, executive
secretary of the Chamber said that
very short PrOfirelW rePi/rtiClOttki le
made on the activities of the Chamber,.
He emphasized that the banquet was -
designa',Tor fellowship, not business.
Tickets for the banquet are $4.25 per
person, and reservations must be made
in advance. Tickets may be obtained
from any board_ member or at the
Chahrber of Commerce -offices -in the
Woodmen-Building. Reservations must -
be made Vetere 1.404.101b,f. .2 11ST
space is limited.
'Competency Based Education'
Topic Of School Board Meeting
Murray Independent School System
in the future is expected to . begin
moving toward two new local
programs—a public relations concept
for the total system and competency
based education.
In two reports Thursday evening, city
school beard members0 learned--that
both programs are in the initial plane.
ning stages. . .
"It's coming, we don't have to worry
about that," Robert G. Jeffrey, Murray
Independent School System superin-
tendent said of competency based
education.
"We have plans in Murray, as we
work on our math curriculum guide, to
-work 0eft math competencies-, with-
possibly higher competencies for more
advanced students, Mrs. Martha
Franklin, told board members.
Competency based- education
programs usually require basic
proficiencies in specific areas before
allowing a student to graduate.
"Two concerns that I have are that
we don't want the minumum (com-
petency required) to become the
-maximum. And we don't want to
dehumanized the education system,"
Mrs. Franklin said. She told board
members about a recent meeting she
attended- on competency based
education in Denver, Col.
The city school system is also ex-
pected to begui a pilot public relations
project with Kaye Peebles coordinating
it.
"We're very concerned with public
relations in the total system, getting to
the media more quality and quantity
information," Jeffrey said.
Lumped in a PR program, Mrs.
Peebles -said would- be—slide -prtsen--
tations, displays, brochures, getting the
school system's message to the public.
Mrs. Peebles is expected to begin
working about two hours a week in the
initail program.
Murray Independent School Board, in
other business Thursday night, okayed
a "first in seven years" Middle School
From Charlie Jordan To Steve Yarbrough
Band trip to Lexington during March of
next year to participate in the Kentucky
Music Educators Convention.
Cost of the trip, an estimated $2,730,
will be borne by students and the
Middle School's band boosters' -
organization, according to band
director Buddy Light. Some 115 persons
are expected te make the journey.
In other Murray indeindent School
Board bosiness.Thursday evening:__
The board is drafting a letter to
congressmen and senators. in
Washington protesting what max be a
cut in Head Start funds for the coming
fiscal year. Jeffrey said the pfoposed
cuts could "cripple .the transportation
system and hurt our staff here because
we will have to reduce to some degree,"
—School baord allowed the city parks
recreation program freedom to use the
Middle School gym during the winter. •
—Board members passed a motion
giving the school system's architect the
goahead on further Middle School
buildings and grounds work.
members and citizens interested in the
board's feelings toward the establish-
ment of a middle sc-hool in the county
school syitem.
The middle school discussion grew
out of a facilities survey recom-
mendation by the state board of
education that was presented to and
accepted by the board earlier this year.
The survey recommended that the
school district move toward a "6-2-4
plan': for school organization.
A 6-2-4 plan involves grades one
through six at the elementaFy level, a
middle school far grades seven and
eight and grades nine through 12 at the
high school level.
The facilities survey report set as a
number one priority for capital ex-
penditure the establishment of a
middle school for all seventh and e,ighth
grade students of Calloway County with
a minimum capacity of 600 students.
Board chairman Joe Dyer prefaced
NE1031 STORE_ PLANS-.-91firials with K mart and Development Group,
have announced plans to open a K mart discount department store in
Murray. Development Group will be developing the project to include K
mart and other stores:Posing for a pliotaVith a toy l( mart truck symbolic
of the opening are (from left) Guy Spann, who sold the property, Murray
Mayor John rd Scott, Maureen and Rick Roland, chairman of,The Develop-
ment Gropp, Inc. The new K mart shopping center will be located at the
southeast corner of U. S. 641 and KY 121 Bypass.
KMart To- Locate
New Store IWA4UrraY
The K mart Corporation, and The
Development Group, Inc. today jointly
announced plans to open a K mart
discount department store in Murray.
The- new - 55,552 square- foot K mart
facility will be part of a new shopping
tentart-to.be located t. the ,Southeast
ciirifei of- CS '641 and Kentucky 121
Bypass. The shopping center, which
will total 107,872 square feet t will also
feature a number of other smaller
retail stores. The center will open in the
late summer of 1978 with construction
scheduled to start in December of this
year.
The developers of the project are
Rick Roland and Brian McCarthy, co-
owners Of The Development Group, Inc.
of Bloomfield Hills, Mich. \
The Development Group is a com-
pany that believes in what it builds,
Roland, chairman of The Development
Group, said. The firm develops,
manages, and retains ownership of its
projects.
"We stay involved to make sure we
meet our responsibilities to the com-
munity," Roland_ added The- .)
Development Group will also act as '
General Contractor for the project.
The property is being acquired
through Guy Spann of Guy Spann
Realty of Murray.
The K mart Corporation has built its
fine reputation by -providing quality
merchandise at competitive prices.
Buying representatives throughout the
United States and abroad work ef-
ficiently to stock the store with mer-
chandise backed by K mart's
"satisfaction always policy." Quality
service is provided by highly motivated
department heads and salespeople and
by an experienced career manager.
The corporation, formerly known as
the S. S. Kresge Company, was founded
in 18994 By 1912, the firm was operating..
the second largest group of variety
store s in the world. For nearly half.,a,„
century, it was-one-cf the MOST
cessful retail businesses. But retailing
in America was changing. In response
to these changes, the first K mart was
opened on March 1, 1962 in a suburb of -
Detroit. In 1976 The Kresge Company
became the second largest non-food
retailer based in the United States.
With over 1,200 K marts in operation,
the name of the company was changed
to the K mart Corporation in. May 1977 -
to reflect the nature of. the company's.;
' business. The corporation's out-
standing success will continue as each
of the 100 new units per year opens and
operates in accordance with K mart's
policies of quality, service and •
satisfaction, a spokesman said.
GOP Ends Long Wait In Calloway County
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Reporter
Calloway county's registered
Republicans may have had reason to
smile Tuesday when one of their
number, Stephen Yarbrough, was
named to Murray Common Council.
The election marked the end-of a long
dry spell for the GOP in Democrat-
dominated Calloway County. It has
been 67 years since the last Republican
served in public office in Calloway
County, say local GOP observers.
The last Republican to serve in
county office here, recollects Edwin
Thurmond, a Republican Party leader,
and 94-year-old Quint Guier, a
historian, was Charles Jordan
(pronounted Jer-dan) who served as
county sheriff from 1910 to about 1913.
• -"He was the last Republican I say
remember elected in this Anti,"
Guier ,said - in a telephone interview .
Thursday: Guier confirmed- Jordan.
e•-•
served as sheriff, but thought it was in
the early 20's.
Jordan's election was made possible,
Guier said, due to a split in the county
Democratic Party, called the "Holland-
Keys faction,"
"Walter Holland was the police chief
in Murray and Harvey Keys was the
head of a caucus of Democrats. They,
(a group of Democrats), were on the
west side of the court square during a
political campaign, When somebody
started a commotion out in the middle
of the street, trying to break up the
meeting.
"Holland went out to see what it was
all about," Guier described. A con-
frontation betweeh Holland and Keys
ended with Holland shooting and killing
Keys, Guier said.
"That brought about the Holland-
Keys faction in the county. From then
-Uri, you were either on thi Keys faction
or, the Hplland, °pear  the other, and
was hardly possible tbbetteutreit In a
political campaign, either a lactic.)
the Keys side would be elected to pub'
office, then the next four years it wnul
be the Holland side, then the Keys_ side
• "That went back and forth for severa:
year% until finally the people got sick of
it and elected Charlie Jordan. a
Republican," Guier said.
The Murray Ledger, a forerunner to
the present Murray Ledger & Times,
covered the political race in the autumn
of 1909.
"It is being circulated that Mr.
Jordan is not a legal resident of
*Calloway County," one news storyNd
- "Jordan has been in business in
Calloway County for about '15 years. his
'home and property interests are all in
Calloway County."
Later during the campaign a,group of
Civil War veterans. in an organization
called "The Blue and Gold" endorsed
the Republican..
, When ..19rda,a _bested Demusr_
- opponent L. W, Hollan,d by just over 40
votes, the newspaperhailed the result
as not one of political significance, but
one "assuming the proportions of a
revolution within the Democratic
Party."
"...Republicans have been elevated
to positions because of the Democrats
in the county who felt that in their
election redress was obtainable for
grievances they had suffered."
Holland, the loser, later sued .Jordan
claiming he was not legally qualified to
hold office.
Yarbrough took a little more non-
Tiartisan view of his election'victory.
"I'm appreciative the people were
willing to vote on qualifications of
candidates rather than on party
labels." Yarbrough talked of a..
• legislative move to make council of-
fices in cities of third class and above
non-partisan.
Out of 16,290 'Voters • in Calloway
Countr. 582 are .Rejztil4 icap, and'174;lr.
•
ase
last night's discussion by telling those
present that "no decision has been
made to build a middle school or not
build a middle school."
Dyer explained that the board's in-
terest in the land acquisition adjoining
the high school is "not for the express
purpose of a middle school but for other
reasons."
Supt. Rose, Johnny Bohannon,
supervisor of instruction, and the four
school principals in the system, Jerry
Ainley,-Bob-Allen,,Jarries Feltner and
Roy Cothran all concurred that the
middle school concept mould be a
po.sitive step for the. school system in
the future.
But some private citizens in the
audience questioned the need for a
middle school and asked why, if the
present elementary schools .are
becoming overcrowded, could they not
be enlarged?
Rose and Dyer explained that ad-
ditional rooms could be added to the
present eleMentery schools but said
that the supportive services such as
cafeteria, gymnasium and library
would not be adequate to accomodate
Board member Ferrell pointed out
that whatever decision is reaqhed by
the board, money will be a problem.
"We're lp progressive In every other
way in this county but compare our
school tax with other counties," Miller
said.
Dr. Rose said after the meeting that
he did net evert the board to reach e
decision on accepting or rejecting the
middle school concept in the immediate
future.
It was also pointed out at last night's
_board meeting that federal regulations
will force the_ system to adoitt a more
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sunny and cool
Mostly sunny and cool today,
and Saturday with a few clouds in
the afternoons. Clear and cold
tonight.Tligh today and Saturday
in the mid and upper Qs, Low..
tonight in the mid and upper 20s. '
LUNCHEON SERVED — The delicious meal was prepared and served by
library staff members to over 150 people who attended the librarys-suc-
cessful luncheon-lecture. Photos by jennie B. Gordon
. REPOTTING DEMONSTRATION
— Jennifer G. Crouse, part-owner
of the Bamboo Gardens, informed
the luncheon group of the corseet
mocedure -4or repotting house
Plant Program
Packs library
The meeting room . of the Calloway
County Public Library was once again
overflowing When the library staff
presented a luncheon and lecture
Thursday.
Ann D. Watson and Jennifer G.
Crouse, owners of the Bamboo Garden
discussed their interest in plants as well
as plant care aild interior decorating
with foliage.
Margaret Trevathan, Calloway
County librarian, reported that the
respolike to the luncheorseecture series
has been tremendous. She added that
the first luncheon held last month was a
fashion show and the remainder of the
series will be concerned with other
'varied ind-interetiinetopietl--





• Clyde Bell afiCirkseY Etfatle
One was honored with a
,-:special dinner in celebration
of his 90th birthdaY(ei &may,
November t.
Mr. Bell, a resident 0(1 
CallowayCounty all of his life,
makes his home with two of
his children, Mamie and
Mahalia Bell. His other
children are Ton' Bell, Ossie
Puckett, and Palace Manning.
Those attending the dinner -
were:
Mrs. Lucy Fisk, Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Bell and family, Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Cockran and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
_MPRni.n& and fan4Y. Krtband.
• Mrs-. Hue Jones and family,
Mr. and Mn, Billy Starks and-
family Mr. and Mrs. Da.nny
-Manning and liunily, Mr„ and
.*.; Mrs. Jewel Puckett and
: family, Mr. and Mrs. Cloys
: Puckett and family, Mrs.
Kathy Mourning and family;
filtDeolt-A61311,
111U11 6
W and Mrs, junior _Bet 1=1_0j 4_13 e m _family;
Mrs. Qssie Pucketi. and
family, Mrs. Thelma
McCallon and grandchildren,
Mr. and Mrs. Ruble Edwards,
Mr. Colvin Fisk, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack McCory, Katie Cornwell,
Perry Cornwell, Mrs. Marilyn-
Phelps and children,
Jannis and David Wetmore,
Bobbie J. Couls, Ebtty Ellison,
Vera Roggers, Jimmy and
Tarrunie Monning, Jack and
Bea Bell, Mammie bell, and
Mahalia Bell.
The stethoscope was invented
by a French physician around
the turn of the 19th century.
0.11HIMPO'NEIMP0"..."4.111111.04MMPO
NEW ARRIVALS
Thru Out The Store
OUtfit5107--Bdt Buy Sr-Girls--







Check Our Christmas Outfits
• • • ' ' Dresses& Pant Suits -
In Sizes 4 to fiX - Limited_Quantity
jnds- Boys.
:their Mothers
By Abigail Van Buren
1977 by The al+611)$.1 T$40•Ar$•-4$1* NeteS SY ',CI Inc
• DEAR ABBY: All the boys at school confide in me like!
wps t helr mother or something. They're always asking my
advice on how to get dates with some of the really neat
girls they have a crush on.
Is there some witty or catchy phrase I can throw out to
let them know that I ant available?
Also, my folks are taking me to Hawaii over the
Christmas holidays, and_ j'd like to lose_about_30 pounds in
_a_rounth. Id sure like to look cute for the trip, ad please
htirry-ybar-abswer -Sign _
PUDGY
Your Individual  
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given fOr Yalu' birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) EV1
Some misunderstandings
possible in unexpected areas.
Counteract with poise, tact and
a sincere desire to clear the air.
MMUS- - 
ti;?( Apr. 21 to May 21)
A day itchich shoukl lift your
SATURDAY, NOS'EM BER 12 1477
and how best to go about it And
DON'T worry.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 10
Stars favor a new approach to
difficult problems, con-
soildatiso_dgains made in the
past. Start looking now - for
improved returns.
-AQUA111141---
.(Jan. 21 to Feb. lej
Personal ,relatmoships in
excellent favor. Social orspirits considerably. Personal
relatioruships should be highly business get-togethers resultful.
congenial, with romance ac- You should hav-e a goad day.
cented during the p.m. hours.
GEMINI • . -Tr
I May 22 to June 21)
In dealings with others, don't
resort to brevity or abruptness
of speech when full ex-
planations are truly needed. I5o
your best to really "com-
municate."
CANCER 
1810(June 72 to July 23)
Once you know your ideas
have good potentialities for
-success, lose no time in putting
-them into effect • Good luear
influences should help
LEO
„ . 23) AaticgDEAR PUDGY: One,problent at a time, stertiog with •Most  ,yorri:__ should
the one_that's probably responsible for thesothers. You can ProxPer, but think tutor* you
lose weight, by guano on a serious diet, under a doctor's speak or act. 'Abote all, avoid
supervision, but de'n't expect to shed 30 pounds in 30 days. tendencies toward the unor-
It took you longer than that to pile it on. thodox; to extremes in general.
.0 Boys treat you like their mothers because you probably VIRGO
remind them of THEIRS. When-you look more like a girl (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) ffPk'h
they want to date, they'll realize that you are "available,"Personal matters heed
and you won't need a catchy Phrase with.which to catch ``"n""8' for ù " •̀ an-swers. A - state -o( readinessthem. _ 
needed to. cope with the unex-
DgAR Alla: ram a -registere,d nurse who has worked Petted'
tor a competent physician for 15 years.
Every hour-at least one perscrn calls•and says, '1 have a
virus. Ask the doctiiritrcan run in on my lona hour for a
shot.
operated on the same.
princiAbb. hat-thic country nceds.-is-a-aidcwalk booth 
iile as a cigarette machine. The
patient could deposit a coin, stick his arm in a slot, select
his own medieation and get a shot.
People_ _keep agcing.-2-W..helevir happeiLto-M :good
oId-fashioned family doctor Who made house gills?'
Well:I'd like to, know whatever happened to the good-
old-fashioned trusting patient who let the doctor diagnose







'DEAR SANTA: The old-fishioned family doctor was
sucCeeded. by a new breed who found he could practice
more effectively in his'office or 'in a hospital. And the
"old-fashioned patient': has yielded to a generstion mostly
covered by medical insurance.- with a .kendericy to iiveruie
medical care.
* 1).1.; 1-1B-V :4 am-one -erf---t-intse ople who-eat like-a
horse never--put-on  o a pott. o
I'm too thin, and someone is always giving me a remedy
that me up. I have tried everything but I can't
seem to gain.
_ Lye had peoplel-Mardly .know -walk .up to me, -strata
their fingers around my waist, -and say. "Gee, you re
air r, I up- to a fat person and say.
Gee: you're -
fat!_
- have beerIbUTt ruffe feniarks.
Will you please give me a good snappy comeback that-will
rheir„places?, 
TOO tfiR
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) --
Your personal ambitions may
be dependent on some trends




(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rkelfic_
Better than ordinary ad- -
vantages for you, but don't
force issues. hi all things, look
below the surface. Don't
.r1
taken in by superficialities, _
4_14ev. 23 to Dee. 314
SAGITTARIUS
You may have mixed feelings
about some matters, a sense of .
confusion. Take sufficient time
to know what is expected of you
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Mixed influences. Question
and investigate where there is
margin for error. Do.not accept
suggestions blindly. And do not
expect more than is reasonable.





Baby Girl Byars (Mother
Kareny, Rt. 5, Benton.
DISMISSALS,
Patrick A. Ross, Rt. 0 B.
236, Benton, Mrs. Eula J.
Stone, Rt. 8 Bs. 20, Murray,
Mrs. Marie Gantt, Rt. 1 Bx. 66,
Murray, Mrs. Wanda C. Neal,
Rt. 4, Benton, Miss Melissa G.
Smith, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.:
Jeana -K. Hayes, Rt. '1,
MaYfIeld. Robert Moon,  M. 3, 
Ex. 131, Clinton, Casey Pi:-
Williams, Rt. 2 Hazel Jason
B. Wilson. Rt, 2 Haig mre 
Janice F. Cathey, Rt. 2,
Murray, -'Robert- -N.---Rainey-, -
Atehanan-
Betty L. Cooper, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Michael E. Wells,
Riviera Ct. No. 190, Murray,
Mrs. Charlotte M. Barksdale,
1615 College Terrace, Murray,
Mrs. Edna S. Dublin, Si. .152,
)4.Unly, Rollie E. Kelle,y, 404 _
S. 4th., Murray, Vernon An-
Aterson, 2006 CollegeFarmRd.,
Murray, Gus C.lialey, Rt. 1, ,
Ahno, William N. Hurt, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Eloise M.
1606
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with keen mental
faculties 7- often terming
inventive. Also, your words, and
writings may tend toward the
the 
unusual, to be plcture-phrased
teY:soizauandrresthisnsatot u:r.uali:anvetjOy:miupisteninveedds swiothdf 
ex-
ceptional beauty and appeal to
your writing, should you take up
authorship as a career. You-
have an affinity for science, too,
and may have a positive genius
for mechanics so, given a fair
education, there are many
fields open to your talents. Try
to avoid tendencies to be sharp'
spoken with those of lesser
ability than yourself. Birthdate
of: Princess Grace, Her Serene
Highness of Monaco ( former
film star Grace Kelly).
YOUR
PHOTO
Per Pose In Living
Color
For Each Original Print
Minimum 10 For $4.90




1111 S. )2t 753-0O35
Free Parking Is bur
Sykes,_ Locust Murray
• .
DEAR , TOO THIN: Silence is often the most effective
re-sponse tee-a rude rentarir-But do see a doctor, dear. He
may enjoy "fattening someone up"-for a change.
If you feel left out and lonely, or wish you knew how to
get people to like you, my new booklet. 'Mow To Be_
Popular: You're Never Too Young or Too Old," is for you.
Send $I along with a long, self-addressed, stamped 124







Fri. & Sat. -7:15,9:00'
Sun.-2:30,7:30 1.
TWO MASTERS WITH A







US INTO • • IN 1/03..
I'M MI UV, ATM,
2nd Big Week
















.. labor unrest inKy, coal mines...
HARLAN COUNTY U.S.A.
2nd  1Sun. -2:30, 2:31/Super A400. Thm...7:30 only.
week! Fri. &Sat. - 7:20, 9:10 i
"It's true. People have trouble
remembering My Words. Moses had






DRIVE.uRRAY Thru Sun. 99'1"SLLart 7:15
It's the Autumn They shared more
of 77! than their roans!
I N
Hitt) School the way it 
C EERING fk0OnItilateS
st Footure Repeated Fro 8. So* Notes
Late Show Fri. Sat. 11:40—Capri
Adult Entertainment






I would like to take thisihre
to- thank all the people of
  wilo voted- rot -me
and supported me through
the cit34cotincil race.
Thanks Again Billy Balentine




'45°-Doe.-oses - Cash II Carry
.Sale Good Only Fri. & Sat.,
Nov. 11& 12•1
ROSES BOXED OR ARRANGED AND DELIVERED AT ADDITIONAL
COSTS
WATCH FORM* CHRISTMAS OPER MOUSE





* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Theeneals America grew up on are at Jerryts at prices you thought were
gone forever. Starting-Monday, each week for four weeks, Jerry's is featuring
a favorite All-American meal. So visit us for the taste and flavor of America.













A full half-pound of
freshly- 'ground beef.
Choice of potatoes,
tossed salad or cote










  Offers good after. 11 am. daily
FtESTAUR ANTS
Dec. 5-11
Steak on a Stick
Marinated beef
chunks, tomatoes,
anion, poppers.  
Onion rings, French
SaTact.
Honest Food...at Honest Prices!
South 12th Street
.„ . . . . •
roma
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CHEESE PER CAPITA
In 1966 every man, woman
and child in the country
consumed 8_1 pounds of all
types of cheese, except cot-
tage cheese. Consumption had
increased to 141,2 pounds in
1974. By 1980 that should rise
to nearly 17 pounds per per-
son. Based on projected
population and income, cot-
tage cheese censumption is
bkeiy 0.-lact11.1.se &drat :217a0
million ewnds or 25 per cent
from 1974 to 1985. Per -capita
consumption went up 13_per
cenliwthepast five years, and
is now 5.3 pounds per year.
ss4C 0 M MUNI TY;4
• CAT AE NDAR
Saturday, November 12
Captain Wendell Oury- The Captain Wendell Oury the chapter held at the home Chapter of the DAR will meet
Chapter of the Daughters of of Mrs. John A. Nance the at the home of Mrs. Raythe American Revolution will was Mrs. Leon Munday at 1:30 p.m.
meet Saturday, November 12,- GrogluLlong time-Member,
-it 1:30 p.m. at the home Of treasurer of the chapter, and Bazaar i by Creative Arts
-Mrs..Ray Muntiay, 300 North._retired teacher:- - ------DePartment of Murray
Eight Street, Murray.-
Mrs. John 4. Livesay, *SW-Grogan spoke on-"The--1Toman's Club will be 
from
Panama Canal Treaty" nine a.m. to five p.m. at theregent, urges all members to saying President Carter's Calloway County Publicattend the Saturday rneetingr.--plan— to relinquish control d--Library.At the October meeting .ef the Panama Canal would - -
open the doors to Communism Breakfast and Bazaar for
Central America and turn benefit of the Hazel Corn-
the Caribbean into a "Red siiiimity Center Will be held by
Lake" as warned by-former the Hazel Woman's Club.
Congressman L.K. Smith. Breakfast will be served from
6:30 to ten a.m. with cost being
two dollars for adults and
children over ten and one
dollar for children under ten.
PRESENTS PROGRAM--Linda Foust of The Wild Rasp-
' • berry presented a program on "Making Silk Flowers" at
the meeting of;-the Creative Arts Department of -the
Murray Woman's Club held October 24 at the club
house. Announcement was made of the department
• bazaar to be held Saturday, November 12, from dine a.
m. id five p. m. at the Calloway Public library. Hand-
made craft-% will be the featured items at the bazaar.
DAR Chapter Plans Home
Meet; Mrs. Grogan Speaks
.She also read a letter from
the Congressional Record
from four admirals—George
B. Carney, Georg* Anderson,
Arleigh H. Burke, and Thomas
H. Moore—all having served
as Chief of Naval Operations,
to President Carter saying
"the. - Panama Coast
represent:I' a_..vital portion .
bur-ITS. Naval and Maritime
assets, all of which are ab-
solutely...essential for. free
world securiti."
Mrs. Livesay opened the
meeting with the pledge to the
U.S. Flag and the DAR creed.
Mrs. E.S. Diuguid, chaplairr
give the NSDAR ritual with
prayer. Reports were given by
Mrs. Jesse McNutt, secretary,
and Mrs. Grogan, treasurer.
Mrs. John Nance, vice-
regent, reported on the
diltrIct meeting held at
Owensboro . which she at-
tended_with Mrs. McNutt. _
A dessert course was-served
by the hostess. _Mao present
were Mrs. Loal Cole, • Mrs.
Hess Crossland,. Mrs. Price




will be held at Murray State
University from 9:30 to 10:30





Awards," contest to select
best dressed and best looking
among Murray State students
will be from seven to 9:30 p.m.
in Student Center Auditorium,
followed by a dance from nine
p.m. to one a.m. in Beshear
gym featuring Hollydood
Ray. Admission charge is fifty
cents per person.
Hollyberry Bazaar by First
Presbyterian Church Women
will be at the church starting
at 8:30 a.m.
Saturday, November a
Concert by Lakeside Singers
will be at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park at 8:30 a.m.
_  SundityNovember 13
_LakesideSingers will_sing.a1 _
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&as and others are to bring a dish.
-‘12
tII Soccer match between
IMurrey State—Southern
;y4. Illinois will be-at two p.m. at
!It: the Cutchin Recreational





ili..;..-.-----filethedist Chords Women will
'meet-with Livine— Carter at'
: ; one p.m. Note change in place.
SAVP21.02 
- _ _ Penny_ Homemakers Club
...313 will meet at County Extension





CHOOSE AND CLEAN UP: EACH ONLY 158.88
A. Celerity Canister with Attachments
1.7 Peak H. P. for deep cleaning. -
Deluxe carpet tool for high efficiency












CHOOSE AND CLEAN UP SALE
HOOVER CANISTER AND UPRIGHTS
FOR EVERY BUDGET AND NEED
PAUL WINSLOW'S
" N. 11t1i Si, Oympieltara
- 759-1636
Calloway Courrty
' - Genealogical Society will
meet et the home of Mrs. Carl- - - -
Lockhard at, 1:30 p.m.
- • ".;113 
Cordelia- Erwhy-Circle
?•41..4 South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women will
02 meet at seven p.m.
Ex3
Recovery, Inc., will meet at,
aeven  11-111.__111 the -Heelth 
atter, North 7th and 011veY
Sigma Department, Murray
Woman's Club, -will meet at
730 p.m. at the club house. '
District Farm Bureau King,
Queen,and Talenteontesi will
he • at Student -Center
'auditorium at seven p.m.
Public is invited at no ad-
-mission charge.
4 Needline Board will meet at
Triangle Inn at twelve noon.
Hardin Senior Citizens will




Woman's- Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
New Providence
Homemakers Club will meet
with Sylvia Puckett at one
p.m.
'Murray Assembly No 19
Order of the Rainbow for i;Irls
will meet at seven pp at the
Masonic Hall.
1..ske Area Singles will meet
at seven p.m. at the Bank of
Marshall County for a potluck
dinner with turkey to be
furnished. C.a11.753-0499 or 753-
3361 for information.
Group Volley Ball will be
played at Kenlake State., ark .
at seven p.m. Publlr rY in-
vited,
Maryleona Frost Circle of
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet with
Mrs. Dun Robinson, 1514 Kirk-
:wood, at 9:30 a.m.
Group II of First Baptist
Church Women will meet at
the home of Mrs. I. H. Key at
ten a.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at the
Health Center.
Social breakfast will be at
7 30 a.m. followed by shopping
by the Hardin Senior Citizens.
7/a 
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
Senior Citizens with work on
the bazaar in the morning and
afternoon, sack lunch at noon,
and band practice at one p.m.
PIERCE GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Marlin Pierce
of Kirksey Route One are the
parents of a baby girl, Connie
Marie, weighing eight pounds
91/2 ounces, measuring 21
inches, born on Sunday, Oc-




daughter, Amanda Ruth, age
four, and one son, Bryan Paul,
age 19 months. The father is
employed at General Tire and
Rubber Company, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Pierce of Krksey
and Mr. and Mrs. _Billy Joe
Farris of Hardin Route One.
Great grandparents are;-Mr.
and Mrs. John E. Darnall of
Hardin.
RENTON PATIENT
Dexter Senior Citizens will Drolly storms of Hardia,
meet al+ 9:30 at the -wag; dismissed October 27
Dexter_Cantar._ _ --froaribe 'Bente Municipal
Film, "TITX 1138" by
George Lucas„ preducer of
Star Wars, will be -shown in
Room 423 of Price Doyle Pine
Arts Center, MSU, at seven
p.m. Public invited at no
charge.
The- Japanese dish sukiyale
actually cams from Europe
and was 'Introduced into




Dismissed October 29 from-
the Benton Municipal Hospital
was Donnie Henson of Hardin.
PATIENT AT BENTON
Karen Blair of Hardin was
dismissed October 31 from the
Benton Municipal Hospital.
BENTON PATIENT
Clarence O'Bryan 0( Hardin
was dismissed from the
Benton Municipal Hospital on
October 31.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Dee Dee Darnall of Hardin
was dismissed November 2




i New-town dilerninas fade
after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess, its my job to help you make the
most of your new neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots of facts
to save you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your call.
-•— * 7 **** ••••
753-3079ILathryn Outland
Give yourself more time





•waits *Carpet *Tile and *Har-
dwood Floors
• Our Specialty















at 1300 Johnson Blvd., Murray
Open 9 to 3 Mon. thru Thurs. 9 to flifriday 759-1234
SAVE WITH SECURITY
EMPHASIS IS- ALWAYS PLACED ON YOU, OUR DEPOSITORS...GIVING YOU
EVERY ADVANTAGE, TO MAKE SURE YOUR SAVINGS PLAN EARNS THE
MAXIMUM AttOWED BY LAW! — • -
Passbook Accounts may add to or withdraw at any time. Certificates require $1,000.00 minimum. Dividends








5.39% Effective *5.92 Effective Annual Yield
Annual Yield *No Minimum Deposit Required





Substantial penalty for early withdrawal of certificates
6.98% Effective 7.79% Effective
Annual Yield Annual Yield
SECURITY FEDERAL
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION,
MURRAY BRANCH
IOUAl HOUSING
VP POT I UNIT
•
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It, seems only fitting that a
breakfast kicking off-a flrive tb
establish a Frank A. Stub-
blefield Memorial Scholarship
it Murray State University was
held this morning in that •today
is Armistice. Day, alsQ known
as Veterans Day.
The late First District
Congressman was a veteran of
World War II and was wounded
at sea May 8, 1945 when his
Liberty Ship, the Horace Ben-




_ At 11 a.m., Nov. 11, 1918, the
•guns of World War I fell silent
in Europe. The battle was over.
An armistice was signed bet-
ween Germany and the Allies.
Since that time, Nov. 11,_ Ar. •
misfice Day, has been a special
day of rememberance to honor
our fallen soldiers in all wars.
We should all pause today in
grateful tribute to all of those
who have given their lives so







In this marvelous story Christ por-
trayed and contrasted two men Who
represented the opposite extremes of
society.
Contrasted In Life
- Geographically these two men were
close together, but in point of cir-
cumstances they were far apart. The
one was rich; the other was poor. The
rale was elegantly dressed; the other
wag poorly clad. The one fared sum-
ptuously every day; the Other fed on
• scraps which others had discarded:The -
one was. socially - prominent and in-
fluential; the. other moved about in
beggarly isolation._ The. rich man had
been industrious and successful, and he
lived in luxury; the other lived in
poverty.
Christ did not condemn the rich man
because he was wealthy and wore fine
' clothes. Neither did He praise the
beggar because of his poverty and rags.
• The rich man-was-covetous arid- selfish,
and left God out of his thoughts and life.
, He acquired all the possessions possible
and kept them-instead of sharing them
with the needy. Lazarus was extremely
'poor and 'suffered greatly, but there is
no indication that he was rebellious or
- bitter inspirit. _
- Contrasted In Death
As happens with all in due time, these
-two men, reached -the- end of life's
• journey and experienced death. Just as
there were differences in the cir-
cumstances, - characters,- and lives of
' these men, There was a difference in
their deaths.
. There is not any reference to the
•̀ funeral of Lazarus. It is entirely
; possible that his emaciated and
ulcerated body was dumped into a ditch
. or on the garbage heap, to be devoured
by the scavenger dogs which roamed in
- that area. At any rate, his suffering was
ended and the pangs of hunger were
gone forever. '
Quite likely the rich man had an
impressive funeral. In all likelihood
, many attended his funeral. His burial
was such an outstanding event that
Christ mentioned it. What a pity that
this man of distinction had lived such a
misspent life! It was so tragic because
_ it could have been avoided._ Since he
had trifled with time and opportunity,
there waS not any possibility. of
remedying the situation in the least. He
' both lived and died without God. What a
pity that anybody does that!
Contrasted In Eternity
- -"When 'Lazarus clied, he was carried
immediately to Paradise, a place .of
happinest where he found himself with
his beloved ancestor, Abraham. The
disembodied state is one of blessing for
the believer and one of suffering for the
unbeliever. For the former death is a
gain. It ushers in a state that is far
better than he has ever known in this
, life. For the latter, death ushers him
into a state of suffering, anguish, and
torment that is far worse than he has
ever known. Both of these men existed
• both in this life and beyond the grave.
They were net annihilated or blotted
out.
This rich man saw and recognized
Abraham, whom he had never seen
before, So, it is a certainty that man has
the power of recognition after death.
And the rich man satv fazatus "afar
off." The rich man's prayer for mercy
and help was''too late; it was after
death. The door of mercy was closed.
when he left this earth. Any cry to God
for help, if made beyond the grave, is
too late. On earth this man had been
given plenty of time and opportunities
for mercy, but he had ignored all Of
them. He deliberately chose to go to the
place of \lorment. After his arrivat
there, he began to think of others and
wanted something done to keep them
from sharing his fate. He did not want
his brothers to come where he was. He
• requested Abraham to send Lazarus to
them and. to urge them to be saved
while they had the opportunity.
Abraham's answer meafil that they had
• the Old Testament and could read if. If
• _
they would not believe what • was
written in the Old Testament, they
"wciuld not believe a man .who should
rise from the grave.
Salvation takes place this side of the
grave only. No change cad take place
after death. When they die, the saved go
to a place of eternal happiness, and the
unsaved go to a place of punishment.
Between the two places there cannot be
any pissing. Man's, only hope, is *in
responding to the overtures of God's
grace while rational in this life. One
must be saved this side of death and the
grave if he is to -spend eternity in














"Not so fast; mi.ster-!"
Washington Today By WALTER R. MEARSAP Special Correspondent
Creative Cancellation
A New Use For Travel
WASHINGTON (AP) — Atrith Air
Force One always ready and a -whole
world out there waiting, foreign travel
has become a trademIrk — and a tool
— of the jet-age White House
• The crises that have sent presidents
aloft and abroad have often been
political rather than diplomatic:
Contemporary Religious Thought
Faith Is Nat Blind
By Kenneth Hoover •
Univ. Church of Christ
The. lath Century saw the_rise of an ._
intellectual movement that came to be
called the -Enlightment." It affected
every facet of society in the western
world ---,including religion. -Basically;
'The 'movement exalted and enthroned
reason as opposed to faith. The more
radical prapenents and adherents of tha _
movement disclaimed the validity of
faith. They contended that faith was
blind; that faith was-a crutch; thatfaith
was a mystical and mythological in-
vention of an ignorant people in a dark
age. Hence, the heralds of the
Enlightment savagely and relentlessly
attacked the very foundations of the
Christian religion — pre-eminently a
religion of faith. The Enlightment, in
part, spavnied the evolutionary con-
' cepts of Darwin as popularized in his
book, "ORIGIN OF SPECIES." The
-entire linw of-thought -resulted in the--
religious segment known as Higher
Criticism, which reached a- crescendo
in the latter half of the 19th Century.
Higher Criticism challenged the deity.
of Christ, the inspiration of the Bible,
and the supernatural. It reduced the
Christian religion to a system of
rationalistic humanism.
The, Christian faith is anything but -a
blind leap in the dark!" In fact, there is
no such thing as faith apart from
reason. Atheism is a faith — faith that
is founded upon a rationalistic process
that leads to the belief ( faith) that there
- is no Grid. Every activity of life. (even
our breathing, eating, sleeping, driving
a cat, etc.) is, in part, an act of faith
growing out of. logical processes.
The pure Christian faith, as
presented in the Bible, is an ideal
balance of reason and faith. It presents
man as the rational, moral, emotional,
and volitional off-spring of God. (Acts
17:21-34). The Bible proposes to be the
intelligent and understandable
revelation of the mind and will of the
infinite God addressed and adapted to
the finite mental capability of God's ohs.
spring. (Deuteronomy 29:29; I
Corinthians 2:9-16; Ephesians 3:1-5; II
Corinthians 4:3-7; Hebrews 1:1-3; 2:1-
4; Ephesians 5:17, II Johrr9-11 1. The
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basic tenets of the -Christian religion
result from, are built upon, and are
, supported by concrete and credible
evidence. Belief in the existence of God,
the verbal inspiration of the Bitle, the
deity of Christ, the immortality of man,
-and eternity are concepts•founde& upon
solid -and authentic evidence and
testimony. (John 20:30-31; II Peter
171-2-21L -
It takes more faith to believe in
rationalism and atheism than to believe
in the Christian system. Truly, reason
apart from faith doesn't exist! A "blind
leap in the dark" is indeed the action of
one who closes his or her eyes to the




By The Associated 'Press
Today is Friday, Nov. 11, the 315th
day of 1977. There are 54:rdays left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:. .
On this date in 1918, World War I
ended with the signing of an armistice
in French Marshal Foch's railway car
inlike-forest of Compiegne, France
On this date:
In 1620, the Pilgrims signed a com-
pact aboard the Mayflower while an-
chOred Off Cape Cod.
In 1889, the state of Washington
became the 42nd state in the Union.
In 1921, the Washington disarmament
conference convened in the U.S.
capital.
In 1933, the first of the great dust
storms of the I930:s swept across the
North Dakota.
In 1942, in World War II, the Germans
completed their occupation of France.
In 1971, the U. S. Senate ratified a
treaty to return the island of Okinawa
to Japan.
Ten years ago: President Lyndon
Johnson challenged North Vietnam to
meet with American representatives
aboard a neutral ship to talk peace.
Five years ago: Three -armed men
demanding $10 million ransom hijacked
a Southern Airways jet with 31 persons
aboard, wounded the copilot and finally
landed in Havana, where they were
taken into custody.
One year* ago: Artist Alexander
Calder died itrNew York at the age of
78.
Today's birthday's: Comedian
Jonathan Winters is 52 years old.
Former movie star Pat O'Brien is 78.
Thaught for today: I like lqng, walks,
especially when they are taken by
people who annoy me-comedian Fred
Allen, 1897-1950.
Somehow, a picture by the Berlin Wall
does more for the image than one at the
Washington Monument. _
Richard M. Nixon, for example,
turned foreign tourist in the waning
-days-of his trun-cated preSideney; as if
to change-the subject. He couldn't.
Now, President Carter has discovered
a new use for presidential travel:
cancellation- or, perhaps, creative
cancellation. The possibilities are
.limitless. The secret is staying home.
He has, Carter told the nation_
Tuesday night, postponed "a major,
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Dr. Hal Edward Houston II is now
, associated with the Houston-McDevitt
Clinic, Inc., in the practice of general,
pediatric, and vascular surgery. `
-Thi-Armed Forces, Americin
Honor Medal has been ' awarded to
Seaman Recruit Jerald McNutt; USN,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Brent McNutt, at
the Naval Training Center, Great
Lakes, HI.
Army PFC Larry G. Smith has been
assigned as a driver in Co. C, 2nd
Battalion of the 26th Infantry Division
near Ce Chi, Vietnam.
In basketball the Calloway County
High School Lakers lost to Hickman
County. Tony Jones was high point man
for Calloway High.
Mrs. Don Keller presented the
program on "Safety" at the meeting of
the Kappa Department of the Murray- '
Woman's Club.
20 Years Ago
Marine PFC Jinuriy S. Rutland, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Guy A. Rutland,
graduated from the Communications
School of the Second MarinedDivision at
Camp Lejeune, N. C. _
Deaths reported include Arthur
Cleaver, age 83.
" Trellis N. Seaford has completed an
intensive course in advance Oldsmobile
servicing and maintenance techniques
of the General Motors Training_Center
Memphis, Tn. •
State Rep. Owen Billington is a
member of the Southern,' Regional
Education Board's Legislative
Advisory Council to meet at Oklahoma
City November 15-16.
Duncan got 21 points for Hazel High
School Lions, but the team still lost a
basketball game to South Marshall
High School. Mathis got 26 for South
Marshall.
30 Years Ago
The Smith Brothers, Les Todd, and
Lochie Fay Hart showed the Grand
Championships in the sixth annual Beef
Cattle Show held yesterday at the
Murray Livestock Yards. The show had
seventy entries.
Deaths reported include Maurice C.
Bucy, age 70.
Quava Lawrence, Kerney Bailey,
Bobby Lassiter, Bobby Thomas, Myrtle
Mae Nesbitt, Faye Nell Kelso, Jean
Alton, Bennie George, Frankie Grogan,
MaPy Hontas Steely, and Keith
Brandon are members of the cast of the
play, "It's A Great Life" to be
presented by the Senior Class of Hazel
High School on November 15.
Dr. Henry Hill, president of Peabody
College, Nashville, Tn., will speak on
"Educational Rehabilitation In Ger-
many" tonight at the Murray Woman's
Club. •
Marion Sharborough of Chicago,
spent the weekend with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. SharbOrough, on
her sister, Miss Jackie Sharborongh.
overseas trip until after Christmas
because of the paramount importance
of developing an effective energy plan.-
this year."
"I have no doubt that this is the right
decision, because the other nations of
the world — allies and adversaries
alike — await our energy decisions with
great interest and conern," Carter said.
The White House had announced that
Carter would journey to nine nations in
12 days, beginning Nov. 22. Then the
president said he'd call• off the 25,0007
mile mission _ unless Congress had
completed action on his energy
program before takeoff time. Congress
isnt going- to- make the timetable so=
Carter isn't-going to make the trip.
An advance party had covered the
route, '.to work on security, coin-
munications and the countless details
that go with presidentiaj travel.
Nations Carter wasn't going to visit,
like. West Germany, had been placated
with assurances that lie""ci get there
later. In some of the capitals he was
going-to visit there -are- signs of an-
noyance at what, in diplomatic terms,
was a last-minute cancellation.
So the postponement is not. without
cost.
But consider the benefits. Simply by
staying put, Carter has focused at-
tention on his campaign for energy
legislation, now in the hands of House
and Senate negotiators. He's had
trouble dramatizing the issue. Now he's
cast himself as a president willing to
sacrifice a major journey to faraway
places to stay in Washington and tend to
the -business of getting' energy-bilrs-
passed.
There isn't much he can do except
keep saying that he wants his program
approved. But the gesture 'ought to
count for something. And it would, in
fact, be politically embarrassing if
what's left of the Carter energy
program_ went through the final
congressional shredder while the
president was in Lagos.
This being his first use of the creative
cancellation, Carter may not have used
the tactic to its full potential. He could,
for example, have gone on with the trip
as far as Saudi Arabia, and called off
the rest of it to fly home-from Riyadh or
Jidda to deal with the energy program.
That would have drawn higher, marks
for drama.
Or he could have tried reverse
psychology, setting down in India or
Nigeria and threatening to stay there
until Congress passes the bills.
Those are not ploys for the beginner.
Better to start slowly, and work up to
more inventive postponements. There
are, scores of countries to which Carter
can cancel trips when he needs support
for tax reform, or national health in-
surance measures.
And it takes time to master the uses
.of presidential travel. Lyndon B.
Johnson worked up gradually to his 412-
day sprint around the world, featuring
breakfast with the troops in Thailand,
tea in Karachi and a late evening visit
with the pope in Rome.
Nixon was running for reelection
when he 'reached his Peak as a
presidential traveler. That would have
been his historic mission to Peking,
reopening the long-closed door into
China. He was there at the time of the
1972 New Hampshire presidential
primary election. His people said t was.
coincidence.
Isn't It The Truth
The workings of bureaucratic
Washington remind me of a picture
puzzle on a card table in the family
room. We never finish it because
somebody is always jiggling it.
hEARTIS
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer-
questions and solve problems—fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
asnwered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton St., West
_ Alexandria; Ohio 45351. Ye': will
receive a prompt reply,, but yeti mind-
include a stamped,. self-addressed
*envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
..HEARTLINE: I have 52 quarters of
coverage under Social Security. I've
.recently accepted a jab with a loc.ala- _
government unit that is not covered by
Social Security and plan to stay on that
job until I retire. Will I be eligible to
receive monthly Social Security'
benefits when I retire? — B.S.
A. Since no one needs more than 40
quarters of coverage to be eligible for
Social Security benefits and you
already have 52 quarters, you are
permanently insured for those benefits. •
However, your coverage for disability
will eventualry end since the law
requires five years 01 Social Security
work credits out of the 10 years
preceding the onset of disability• :
'HEARTLI1sIE: My husband and I
  must buy a lot of prescription drugs.
There is no discount 'store in our area.
you -know-of any. place wa -can get,
our prescriptions at a cheaper cost?
O.B.
A. This is a very common problem for
people on a fixed income. Heartline has
checked into various mail-order
pharmaceutical plans. For a free copy
of our findings,' send a long, self-
addressed, stamped envelope td-
Heartline-Drug Plan, 114 E. Dayton St.,
WestAlexandria, Ohio 34381.
HEARTLINE: My father is 49 years
old and has a bad heart condition.'
There is no way he can ever work
again. Therefore, he is trying to draw
his Social Security.
He was told by the Social Security
Officetre lacks two-quarters of having:
enough to draw Social Securitk
disability. He definitely will not be able
to work to earn these quarters. Can he
pay in the amount that he would paid in
by working, or can get back the money
he paid in! -This is so unfair. — R.B.
A. No, on both counts. The coverage
requirement is designed to assure that
workers demonstrate a reasonable
amount of work experience to tjualify
for monthly benefits. The requiremerit
in the law 1s-quite liberal; this year, for
example, a worker reaching 62 needs
_only 25_quarters, _or _64_years of_wor
to qualify for benefits. In the future, no
one will ever need more than 40
quarters..or 10.years.
If there were no -minimun
requirement for covered work, -people
conceivably could become eligible for
Social Security after having paid
nothing or VerylittIe into the 'system. •
This clearly would not be fair; a line
has. to be-drawn. Naturally, it's easy t42
understand why a worker who cannot
satisfy even the very liberal coverage
.requirement is apt to feel cheated.
For People who are on Social Security
or for those who are going to be drawing
theirs shortly,-t-Heartline's Guide to
Social Security" explains what benefits,
they might be eligible to receive. This
book covers regular retirement.
disability, wife's benefit, widow's
benefits, allowed earnings, and much
more: For yours, send $2 to ',Hear- .
tline's Guide to Social Security," Box
4994, Des Moines; -lowa,50306. This book
is completely guaranteed; if you are
not satisfied your money will be
refunded. Please allow six weeks for
delivery.
Bible Thought
And this I do for the gospel's
sake, that I might be partaker there-
of with you. I Corinthians 9:23.
The wonder of Paul's life is his
devotion to the gospel. We, too, can
share his• devotion by_aur
ment.
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal -elected
representatiVe4sOrving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
May be reached through the _
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121. /
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter 0:11uildleston.
3327 Dirksen Building Washington.
I). C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
1107-Dirksen Budding
Washington. D. ('. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
.Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort then the General
...aosernbly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writini.t to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfoct„, Ky. 40601. Borne
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KING OF VALUES
Assorted 4 REG. 5.33
short -Sleeve-A.11W taps:
featuring placket or zip fronts, -pockets, or sur-
plus bib and hood.- Woven 65/35 polyester/cot-. .
REG. TO 4.33





Has suede leather uppers with real side pocket.


















































12 months to pay on purchases of *50.00 to *500.00
Absolutely no interest on service charge
v Includes entire stock (except for shoes)
An unbeatable combination—Big K's low
low prices and 1 year financing without
any interest. Credit cleared while you
shop.











New higher absorbency, plus deodorant_pru--
TecTion. —
Adorable 'owl sits on his








Soft manmade uppers with self strap trim: soft
tricot lining. Fashion wedge and genuine plan-
tation crepe sole.. Sizes to 10.
KING oc VALUES
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Rest Good For John Drew As
Hawks Continue Torrid Play
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
Atlanta's John Drew has
been resting his injured leg




MIST9ts1 AP ) — Veteran
guard Jo Jo White apparently
has 'quit the ,sagging Boston.
-Celtics and is waiting for
general manager and
president Red Auerbach to
make the next move.
White didn't show for
practice Thursday and says he
will not dress for tonight's
game at the Garden against
Buffalo.
"I vitalize I'm jeopardizing
my career," White told The
Boston Herald American,
"but I felt a drastic action was
necessary to jolt the team.
Something has to be done to
snap the team out of the
slump. Maybe my quittinAill
help turn things around."
However, Celtics _ _vice
president Jeff Cohen said he
"Drew had a legitimate
injury," Atlanta Hawks Coach
Hubie Brown said. He hasn't
been practicing much to let
his leg heal."
So Drew and 011ie Johnson
scored 22 points each to pace
Atlanta to a 132-101 National
Basketball Association rout of
Houston Thursday night and
give the Hawks a sparkling 84
record, best in tbe,NBA, . _ _
Drew showed no signs of his
injury when he popped in four
baskets ed ly - -in -the third
period to widen. Atlanta's lead
after Houston had pulled to-
within four points at 55-51 late
in the second quarter.
In other NBA games
Thursday, the Milwaukee
131uck§ edgEd the Washington
Bullets 106-103 and the
Phoenix Suns crushed the New
Orleans Jazz 127:111: - -
Houston jumped out front 4-
0 before Atlanta ripped off 26
of the game's next 30 points,
grabbing a 26-8. margin. It was
the Hawks' seventh straight
victory, matching its longest
streak since November 1969.
Moses Malone paced
Houston with 27 points.
assumes White will be in the Bucks 106, Bullets 103
lineup tonight. ''Ire have nOt — 'A free throw by Dave
received any official notice 
from White and we will have
no comment until we do. All
we know now is that he missed
practice and will be fined,"
Cohen said. •
Meyers with five _seconds left,
in the game snapped a tie and
Junior Bridgeman added two
more free throws at the final
buzzer as Milwaukee nipped
Washington.
The Bullets hadtwo chances
to win in the final seconds but
Elvin Hayes fouled Meyers
twice, the second time costing
Wasington possession of the
ball. Meyers finished with 24
points, as did Brian Winters,
to pace the Bucks. Bob
Dandridge led the Bullets with
25 points. "
Suntl27; Jazz-111'
Alvan- Adams scrimed w
season-high 35 points and
grabbed 15 rebounds to nsee
.Phoenix' victory over New
Orleans. The Jazz' Pete
Maravich led all scorers with
39 points.
New Orleans narrowed the
Suns' lea to 99-90 early in the
fourth period, but Phoenix
went on an 101toint spree to
put the game okkt of reach.
TENNIS •
STOCKHOLM — Sandy
Mayer and Brian Teacher
scored upset victories and led
three other Americans into the
quarter-finaLs of the $150,000
Stockholm Open Tennis
Tournament.
Mayer, from Wayne, N.J.,
held off a late rally by Brian
-Gottfried 11) 'defeat the top-
seed 6-4,6-9.
Teacher, a San Diego
native, scored a hard-fought 7-
5, 4-6, 6-4 triumph over second-




Be One To Write Mother About
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Eater
We will not tell you
that for their record,
Eastern Illincdit is one of the
finest fclotball teams YOu'll
see_lf. you are_ anauLthe few
people who do make it out to
Roy Stewart Stadium
Saturday, you can judge for
yourself just how good
Eastern Illinois may be.
In fact, the reason a small
crowd is expected is simple.
Murray State is 4-5 and people
are simply losing interest. As
for Eastern Minois, they are 0-
9 and like Murray State, their
fans are beginning to look
forward .to the opening of
basketball season.
As has begi almost, in every
LOW_ tbiAsealva thisstne is a
"must game" for Murray
State. Besides being the only
team' to- lose to Eastern
Illinois, the Racers could tie
insured of their third con-
secutive losing season, if they
were to lose Saturday af-
ternoon.
While the Panthers are
known for their strong
basketball and - their
nationally-rated-cross country
teams, football just never has
made it big in Charleston.
Eastern has never had a
winning season. In 1961, they
had a break-even season.
Since then, football at Eastern
has been about as successful
as Htimpty Dtunpty was
trying to put himself back
together again.
Eastern has had several
clam gamesthis season. Four
ON
1971 MODELS
Now's the time to get the deal you want on
the car you want. The 1977's must go to






'ffiu'vn hPort thinking about trading care, now's thP time
to do it thnTe4 Trc haw. a 2 year, 24,000 mile wyrinty.
Big Savings -
Cains-AMC-Jeep, Inc.
































































































































































S. Franklin 15 • -105
Wilson 7 -21 •
Martin 5 -55
Foster 3 . -8
Craig 1 -I0
Sliantion 5 -M
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of their nine losses have been 134 yards on the ground, 76 down The four Racer wins
by 10 points or less. coming an a taudidnwn run, have been by a combined total
The Panthers will bring a The mainstayof the Panther of only 17 points, -
new look into the 1:30 p.m. backfield is Poke Cobb, who Last week, the Racers were
game-They will have two new may be the Tunningback - ahaohneb.-pethetie-in ;het 13-
faces in the backfield. the Racers will face this 0 loss to Austin Peay. The
Senior fullback . Mark-Julian. • - -preotous- amok, -the...ltacets.
Stettner is now the starting Cobb has played in eight-or roired—* 4$6 yards against
nose guard and will-not start the nine Eastern games. In Eastern Kentucky bat against
in the backfield. Two years two other games, he was in for the Governors, Murray was
ago when r.aitern Illinois only a few plays, testing an about as sad as Mr. Bojangles
stunned the Racers at injured ankle. Cobb won't be a
Charleston, Steltner had a 200- "slow-poke" Saturday.
yard performance. He's now at 100 per cent full
Starting at fullback will be strength and that could mean
freshman Cllf Thurman. bad musky the Racers, For
Playing in just three games, the record, Cobb has gained
Bandstand.
Saturday's game will be
Little League Football Day
and all Little League players
from ac-roas the Jackson
Purchase area re invited to
•attand the-game 4raa.._
Contrary to rumors, nobody
will be gettingpaid to go to the
game.
If Murray wins, and they
would have been on American _ should, they could finish up
with a winning season by
defeating Western Kentucky
next Saturday in Bowling
OAKLAND (AP) — Former Green. if Murray should lose
all-star goalkeeper Mirko to Eastern minois, they would
he has picked up 205 yards and 767 yards this season and with Stojanovic has been named as prohatulasevaLmestarn t9Q.
gives the Panthers a poirerfuT- goo-41 ganie the coach of "heti -Wand" 
backfield trio.
New Coach
Racers, could possibly hit the' Stompers team in the North
Another new look in the 1,000-yard mark- as the American Soccer League.
lineup_will be at _quarterback Panthers close. out a week.,:__. Stojanovic, 38, holds NASL
where freshman Don Pittman from Saturday in Charleston:- records for fewest career
will get the starting nod. against the Ptfrple Aces Of " daalaagainat and for single
_ Pittman -played this week in .Eruinville. - season goals-against average.
the 52-22 loss at Youngstown Murray has been- up and 'played for -the-- Dallas-
State. In one half, he gained down for the season, mostly Tornado, Oakland Clippers
and San Jose Earthquakes.
Also Thursday, Stompers'
ownel. Milan Mandaric signed
a 10-year lease for the
Stompers to play home games
-i in the Oakland Coliseum.
Weekend Grid Picks
4-A Playoff Game
Henderson County at CHRISTIANOZ/UNTY by one.
3•A Playoff Game
FRANKLIN-SIMPSON at Webster County by 21.
2•A Playoff Game
Warren East at MAYFIELD by 28
1-A Playoff Game
Campbellsville at FORT CAMPBELL by seven.
ring High School Record: 84-22-
OYC Picks:
Austin Peay at TECH by 14
Middle at EAST TENNESSEE by one.
Dayton at EASTERN by six.
Morehead at UT-MARTIN by 17.










4 15 - 215 - Passes Att.
1 4 112-215-10 Passes Comp.
2
1 1.? 1274 Yards Passing
-2
-6 2460 Total Offense
592 . Total Plays,
273.3 Offense-Game
630 38.4 Punting Avg.
-130 Fumbles List
1274 531 Penalty Yards
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Sunday litl 2:30 P. M. WBBJ-TV Channel 7
Your Bible Questions Answered
Presented By:GREEN PLAIN CHURCH OF CHRIST
OLD MURRAY-PARIS ROAD
S6RVICES: Sunday 1045 a. m. and COO p.m.; Wed. 7:00 p.m.
. A WARM wELCOmf AwAtil Yertr
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PORTS
Sabres Take 3-2 Win -
 On Flyers' Home Ice_ 
_Bjr :FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
— -Things were so different at 
thistime in 1WO. Marcel.
Pronovost was coaching the
Tulsa Oilers of the Central
3166169.-Y- League, where Fred
Shero was guiding the Omaha
Knights to a first-place finish
and a league championship.
Left wing Terry Martin had
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ihttiwtmed 11,rth Undo, Confer
BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S 4th St.
Phone 753-9868 1
Calloway County Football Program-Part Two
County Elementary System Should
Give Frosh Program Good Talent
!-- By MIKE BRANDON
Now Martin plays for • --- /edger & Times Sports Editor
Buffalo Sabres team that In order for a football program to be successful, it must
-Pronovost coaches in the - have a solid feeder system.
tional Hockey League- Thurs-
day night, he scored the goal
that gave the Sabres their first
victory in Philadelphia —
against Shero's Flyers -
since Buffalo entered the
league in 1970.
While Pronovost and Shero
were coaching in the Central
League, Philadelphia was be-
ginning a home domination of
Buffalo that lasted 17 games
- 15-victories and two ties -
and seven years.
That's all over now, thanks
to the Sabres' 3-2 triumph at
the Flyers' Spectrum 'home
Thursday night. In the, other
NHL games, the- Boston
Bruins downed the Los
Angeles Kings 5-2 and the
Montreal Canaciiens beat the
New York Islanders, 5-1.
Craig Ramsay of the Sabres
made it 1-0 after 10:51 of the
first period and Fred Stanfield
made it 2-1 after Mel
Bridgman tipped in a Bobby
Clarke shot for a brief 1-1 tie.
Orest Kindrachuk made it 2,-
2 at 13:53 of the middle period,
just 31 seconds after Stanfield
scored, but Martin settled
matters at 5:56 of the third.
Bruins 5, Kings 2
Boston's Terry O'Reilly, re-
turning from a three-garne
suspension for bumping a
referee, Scored three goats
and added an aisist to carry
the Bruins past Los Angeles.
Kings goaltender Rogie
Vachon was the victim of
O'Reilly's outburst. "I skated
in front of the net late in the
game and I heard Vachon say,
'Where did you get those
moves?" O'Reilly recalled.
Canadiens 6, Islanders 3
The Montreal line of Steve
Shutt, Jacques Lernaire and
Guy Lafleur accounted for
three goals and five assists as
the Canadiens downed the
Islanders for only their second
victory in seven games.
. That took some of the pres-
sure off Montreal, where, says
goalie Ken Dryden, "People
are approaching- you -and
they're not saying hello;
they're saying 'Minnesota 5,
Montreal 3.
That was the score of the
Canaciiens' third home loss of
the season Monday night.
That's what the coaches at the three county schools are
hoping to develop and if they do, then look for Calloway Coun-
ty High School to perhaps be a 3-A contender when they begin,
their varsity program in the fall of 1979.- .
Even after one year of football, it would appear the feeder
system is off to a good start as some fine prospects will be
coming into the freshman class net year.
Let's take a look at each of the three county schools and
_eaarnine what they will be Supplying-to the frosh program at
Calloway and in addition, how those three schools expect to
fare themselves next season.
EAST CALLOWAY
11i#triost .stieCessful Of the threeiichoblais• Was
East. They finished with a 3-5 recorit-Orie of the Iosseii-vas a
6-0 setback by Smith Marshall then in the season finale, East
'played a brilliant game but fell 21-12 to„_talented „and un-
defeated Murray Middle.
-"What surprised me is we came from-the point of not
knowing how to put on football equipment or knowing the
positions on the field to the point of becoming a respectable
football team," East coach Bill Miller said.
"By the end of the season, we were using two or three dif-
ferent defensive sets and three or four different offensive
sets. We learned an awfully lot this season. The question is
how much will be retained?
"We played a short seventh grade schedule and went 3-1.
But the thing I like about my seventh grade team is the fact
my- entire backfield is tionor Toll students. We can get into
some more intricate stuff next year.
'I think the reason for the success of our eighth grade team
this year was that a large amount of the kids really liked to
hit. and take hits. Usually, in a first year program, a lot of
kids are shy Of physical &intact,
Wildcats Out To Break
A Florida's Home Streak
GAINESVILLE, Fla. AP)
- The seventh-ranked Ken-
tucky Wildcats pose the most





Kentucky, favored by two
touchdowns or more, has an II-
I record and is 4-0 in con-
ference play but ineligible for
the title because it's on
probation.
The Gators are 4-2-1 over-all
and 3-2 in conference games.
- Florida is unbeaten at home
since Miami of Ohio won the
transplanted Tangerine Bowl
in 1973.
I Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
The Wildcats knocked
Florida out of a share of the
SEC title twice in the past
three years but haven't won
here since 1971.
' They are definitely the
best team we've faced this
r year," said Florida _ Coach
Doug Dickey. 'The Wildcats
have six or seven linemen that
go about 6 foot 6 and 270
pounds."
Jimmy Dunn, who coaches
the Gators' offense, said Ken-
tucky is the best opponent to
play on Florida Field since
Weekend Special!
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January. We're also going to require our football players to
run track," Miller added.
Miller installed a football program at East for fifth and six-
th graders.
"Because of a lack of equipment, we had them playing flag
football. The first couple of Saturdays it poured rain and af-
ter that, the number of kids went down. We wound up with
._._
techniquesabo20lti sods thoautrseajustch oSaatturdmuacyli and Ahewejd 
will   
h:nlyde playt9vi dat
couple of games.
"The kidt learned the positions and some blocking
up next fall. We will have 15 to 20 of our sixth and seventh
graders back and even my third stringers this year got to
play in at least part of eight games.
_ -.As far as my eighth grade team this year, there should be
_about 10 to 12 of the 16 go out for the frestunan Program next
year. Several of the smaller kids who-didn't start this year
may not play next year.
-- "As far as what Calloway will get froth us, I think we'lLbe
giving them a couple of good ends who areltround 5-10. Ran-
dy Dawson can play anywhere on the field and Nick
Willoughby is a good end with good hands and is a sure
tackler. He had 10 tackles in one game. He only played in
three games because of injuries.
"Our fullback, Craig Robertson, can help offensively and
defensively. He developed a great deal of speed. As far as
linemen, Rodney Hounshell can play as a tackle or guard. He
has good speed and good size.
"Our quarterback, Dale Martin, is a good passer who
doesn't make many mistakes," Miller added.
NORTH CALLOWAY
Though North did not come out a winner in any of its.garne
this year, they do have some good size and a host of good
players to send to the frosh program next season.
-"Even though we didn't win, I think it was a good start for
W  didn't e program. e put much pressure on our kids to
come out. I really feel like there were three or four eighth
graders who didn't play that could really have helped me this
season," North coach Steve Pave said.
Payne Said ahOnt 70 youngsters turned out for the first day
of practice at North this fall.
"After the first day, we lost about 20. By the time the
season had. ended, we were down to about 35 because of in-
38-0 juries and some who quit," Payne said.
in Of the 35 who were left at the end of the season, Payne had
Kentucky has-two of the out- 13 eighth graders, 16 seventh graders and six sixth graders.
standing players in the SEC Payne said that of his eighth graders, he felt like eight or
DOiTin -RatriSeS' at cluarteir"' hin'e would be atile to find a starting place on the freshman
back and Art Still at defensive squad next year at Calloway-
-end.  _ "I imagine theyll. pick- up.three--er-feux of the-eighth
Ramsey leads thg Wildcats 'graders who didn't play for me. I'm also hoping I'll pick up
in rushing as well as passing. three or four who didn't play this year as seventh graders.
_ He has gained 1,313 yards and I'm hoping to carry a squad of about 50 next year," Payne ad-
scored 16 touchdowns. ded.
Still heads a defense that - Payne said he felt that North would contribute a total of
about 18 players to the frosh team next fall.
"Position-wise, Calloway' will get a „csitiple of good half-
backs in Tommy Workman and Bob Fry. Fry could develop
into a good defensive back. Kirk Starks should also be able to
fit into their backfield. .
"Greg Darnell is a good offensive end and defensive back
and I feel Kevin Kernell will be a good outside or inside
-linebacker. If Shawn Jones can grow some, he could be a
good lineman or linebacker and if he gets taller, he could be a
good defensive end.
"We have some other kids in the line who if they grow
some, should be good high school players.
tops the SEC, yielding an
average of only 9.7 points and
224 yards to nine opponerilS.
Florida is averaging 23.7
points and 351.3 yards a game. -
- Both teams have something -
to remember, if they need an
incentilve.
Florida nose guard Scott
Hutchinson, twice
Southeastern lineman of the
week this season, recalled last
year's 28-9 loss at Kentucky as
''the most humiliating game
I've ever played in."




"I don't think Kentucky has
played anybody with the
quickness Terry has," Dunn
said, "and he's throwing the
ball as good as I've seen him."
LeCount leads the SEC in to-
tal -offerise with 627 yards
passing, 436 rushing and 17
receiving an average of 154 a
game.
Kentucky Coach Fran
Curci's memory of Florida
goes back to a humiliating
experience in 1971 when he
was coaching the Miami
Hurricanes.
Florida, with victory sewed
up, gave Miami a touchdown
by lying down on the field in
the closing minutes. This en-
abled quarterback John
Reaves to get the few yards he
needed to set a national career
record of 7,549 yards passing
Sports Deals








Signed Paul Moskau, Doug
Capilla and Tom Hume, pit-
chers, to one-year contracts.
MONTREAL EXPOS -
Purchased the contract of











LEAPUE - Named Dick
Maxwell director of in-
Come on in any week-endHot Stockade
Toast from 5 P.M. -
Your &Kik. Friday  through Sunday








You get a delicious
- Stockade Oub Steak.
73 pieces of breaded,
v deep-fried shrimp, your
choice of potato:a thick
• slice of Stockade Toast, salad
• & beverage all for Only '3.19
Great Steak... and Seafood,
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Alabama beat the Gators
1971
: Mostof our seventh graders are playing basketball but "We're planning on starting a weight program here
ljve picked out a few seventh graders to start working within---Nothing heavy, just the basic weight-conditioning.
• "We'd like to get some sort of Little League program star-
- -ted too. If the other three schools start it, we might get some
kind of league going plus I'd like to play the city teams too.
"I think we've had a lot of cooperation between the coaches
this year and we needed it. We all got along well in the games
and we conducted several scrimmages," Payne added.
SOUTHWEST CALLO WAY
"I think we gave everyone who came out a good idea of
what's involved in playing ball," said Southwest Coach
Merrill Brick, whose team managed to win one game this
fall.
"All the talking and preparation can't do as much for you
as playing. The best learning process is experience."
Brick said he felt perhaps 16 to 18 of his eighth graders can
play ball at Calloway next year. '
"It's difficult tb anyhow many-Will-go out1WfTreei-welve
'sending a potentially good crop;-Brick -
_.."David Tipton will make a !AM runningbaoh or linebacker
and Ricky gheridan will be a good end, either on offense or
defenge
"I also feel Jeff Norswprthy should be a good prospect in
the backfield or as a linebacker. He and Tipton had spots this
year where they showed well.
"Tad Dowdy will be a very good prospect as either a
linebacker or an offensive tackle. I personally think he'll
have a real good future if he decides to continue. He's going
to be a good-sized fellow and has a good head on his
shoulders. • - -
"Our quarterback, Dan Key, has a lot of size. His brother,
Stan, is about 6-4. I think Dan, as far as I'm concerned, is as'
good as quarterback as I've seen this year.
"Brad Miller is a very talented and versatile kid and I 
think he'll make a good wing back or safety. Also, we were
very impressed with the way Darrell Overbey played at cen-
ter. He has good size and again, he's a kid with a good head.
"Our fullback, Tony Jetton, is a big strong kid with a good
speed and if he decides to play, he'll have a good future. We
were also impressed with Phil Orr during the year. He's not
that big but he's a hard hitter and a smart kid. He'll make a
good outside linebacker or cornerback.
"We've already started a conditioning program. It's just a
general strength-building program for the winter and spring.
We're also hoping to get as many out for track as possible.
"We're discussing the arrangement of a Little League foot-
ball program at Southwest. I think it's a definite possibility.
As far as our team at Southwest next year, we will have a lot
of ,our. linemen back but we're going to have to reconstruct'
our backfield, linebackers and secondary," Brick added.
The junior high program could improve even more. There
- is a possibility that Calloway County will-have a-new Middle;
School for seventh and eighth graders within the next couple
of years and if that were to happen, Calloway couldwU





























We still have a good-1%4011CA to choose from.
2 doors, Fastbacks, Station Wagons, 3 Doors. All in limited quantities.
PARKER F9IRD, INC
TN Main Street Phone 753-6213
Murray, Ky. •
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Hurxgry. Burglar
_ JUL v was burglarizing_ it deli-
catessen one night when he felt a
Pang of hunger. Picking out a
• wedge :of Sifiss cheese, he took
one large bit -then left the
-; -remainder on Mut counter--
But that one bite proved to be
• his -undoing. Arrested as a sus-
- pees,- Jimmy was -asked- at the
polimatetioat-tabitainte-e-piece
- of cheese. The teeth marks gin the
two ilieusei Mitched perfictly.
ami Jimmy was, duly ,found guilty
-of the criine.
Of course, identification by
dentures is nothing-Tc-ew-.------
centuries ago Paul Revere, a
sometime dentist, was able to
identify a slain American officer
by the bridgework he had made
for him many years earlier.
But identification by bite marks
is comparatively recent. It has
.generally been used not to iden-
tify a victim but to identify a
In 
criminal.
another case a homicide
victim' was found to have sus-
tained bite marks on her nose. At
the trial, the prosecutor tried to
- compare these with the bite of the
accuses'. But the defense attorney
objected:
. "COMparini bite marks' Is too
chancy. It is not a recogoized
scientific technique, like tompar-
ing fingerprints."
Nevertheless-, the court -decided
_ to admit the-evidence for what it
w..s worth. The court said bite
marks, even if not as persuasive
as fingerprints, are at least good
enough to deserve consideration.
Of course, dental evidence may
exonerate the innocent as well as
convict the guRfy. Thus:
-
counterfeit check came up with
an alibi. At the time of the crime, _
laickliti-lad. been at the, dew
tist having .his teeth X-rayed. An
• X-ray-picture-was-broughi- into
court and -identified as showing
his teeth.
Result: he was cleared of the
charge.
_ &public Itemise hature, uf the
American Bar Assoeiaticlh and







Next time you get the 'urge to
_ play around in Florida . . .
Come to Daytona's Castaway,
• , Me state's most complete play-
 _-ereand-fer-sinales-and-families
" alike. Check these features .
C 650 ft on Beach & Ocean'
fl 300 Rooms. Efficiencies.
..... -Suiter.-.1,_Ap3rtments-
• Restaurant & Lounge
E Night Club, Dancing &
Entertainmeht
O 2 Pools. Kiddie Pool &
Playground
fl Voneyball.& Shuffleboard
fj Basketball, 'Game Room
fl Sauna. Exercise Rooms
ri Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
o Color TV & Refrigerator
o Tennis & Golf Privileges
-65 Miles to Disney ,World
Daily -door-i-o-door flus
Service available '
r] Free chaise lounges
(1 Ample self parking ..
Come play in our playground
it's Daytona s • mast complete..
` • year 'round fun resort,





2075 S Atlantic Ave. ,
P0 Box 7437. '
-4 Daytona Beach. Fla 32016 I
1 . Ph (904) 255-6461 I
I Please send new color
.',1 brochure & rate _sheet I
  Street..  - I
" • Pirs4Cin . 
State _ ,I
t F
Musical hits on .LF'.'s or 8.41aCk-
tapes Choose Big Hits Volume
#1 or #2, Billion Dollar
Movies, Hits of Neil Sedaka,
Hits of Tammy Wynette Or
Great Country Hits of the 70's
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100% stretch nylon knee-hi's with
the wide band comfort top Available
in suntan or coffee shades
One size fits all
REG7ie
Roses own brand adeli-
CIOUS, crunchy-Dry Roast-









Reg. 1.24 9I Perfect Gift
Ultra-Felt








Reg. 5.84 ."11 case
ROSE'S ADVERTISING
MERCHANDISE POLICY
The policy al Rose's is to hare every
advertred Item rostock It tor some un-
avoidable reason Ms advertised mer-
chandise is not h stock. Rose's MI
issue • rain check on request the can
be used to ptactiese the merchant:Ise
10Th. sale drip when the merchandise
• amiable, or comParahill met-
charades*. eil• Da -ortarad .da _a_catiat.
pareqy reduceckortorktis the honest
tiint 61floses-tp_ Eskii!Trai mix
policy of "Satisfaction Guaranteed-
ROSE'S STORES INC





Bedspreads . . .

























Open 24 hours a day, Every Day!
HAND DIPPED ICE CREAM SUNDAES & SHAKES
Famous For Chorbr-oiled Steaks and Seafood Dinners
Sandwiches d Plotters
5 Paints • Murray, Ky.
SERVED I I 00 P M 00 A M




AIM 7 AM NOONiNAPAI "MON ;111 753-4424 I SAT
„




AERIAL SHOW — It was an aerial show last week as the Racers put the ball in the air 33 times
for just 86 yards. Here on the left, David Ruzich fires one up for grabs. On the right, defensive




Direct Service to Louisville,

















COMPUTE PARTS DEPARTMENT ler Cars, Trvelis 1, Trotters









78's Will Be Arriving Soon!
C.1-7, CJ-5, Pacer & Pacer Wagon, -
AMX, Gremlin, Concord & Matador
Cain AMC Jeep

















The Nation's No. 1 Creditor
in Agriculture








6 a.m. tit 11 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.
6 a.m. til Midnight fri. & Sat.
North 12th St. 753-6025
Bel-Air Shopping Center




Serving Graves, Calloway, Marshall,




THE MURRAY Ey , LEDGER & TIMES
, .Baptist Baptist
••• • •. ...• • - Methodist
SCOM MOVE
Worship Service 11 00 a m NEW PROVIDENCE
- Evenuig Worship 6 30 P III. Sunday School 10 a.m.
IMMANUEL MtSSIOILARY Preaching Service Ila.m.
Morning Worship 11 00. m Nightly Service 6 pm.
EN: elung Worship 6.301i. iii. .
MIST BAPTIST
Morning Worstup .., 10.45 a M
Evening Worship 7 00 p in
WEST FORA
Morning Worship 11 00a m
Sunday Evening - 4.403e. in.




• ....Atitend Ch urch .
..






• i mann IMOD
Worship Service II a.m., lat ;endow, 10:M a.
3rd SLinday, Sunday School 111100 a. m.,
Ind
% CHAPEL WINS 'Wehnesday Evening 7 00 p. m. Worship Service 11:00 a.m. :
illIONS-SPINIOup - - -- Staidaylichott
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 7.00 p. m. Worship Senrice 930a.m
. NOTOSIDk , church of Christ 00a.m.- 
.
Mortimi-Wo-rship ' ''''' TI10 a m ' •
- EvemiurWorshep 2 .410p m Nazarene moutuoina VIM
NAJD BAPTIST NEW movunna 10:110a. la, Moniing Wonhip - II , do a. In. Sunday &hootMorning Worship 11, OG a m Militia Y CHURCH Morning Worship .11:00a.m.Evening WorshipEvening Worship - 7 nip m Sunday- School 9.45 a. m.
POPLAR 5 MUNGS Morning Worstup 10:45 a. m.N It P S Worship 5 15 p enMorning Worship 11 .00 a m
Evening Worship ' -6 30- P m Evening WOrshrp 6 ley mWednesday. Worship 7_00 p In
&RACE BAPTIST • ,
Sunday School 9!45 a .m LOCKE GROVE CHUROI ..„
MornIng Worship le 45 4 'En. MOITIM$ Worship II ,0m.
Singing, Evening Wors 5: 30, 6:00 p.m sunday school 10,00 a.m.
noon mut Eyerung Worship 5:30 p.m.
Morning Worsh:p 11:00a m ti Y.PS. Worstup 5:00p.m.
Evening Worship ' 6. 3.0 p m . Wednesday Evening- 6:30 p.m.
It I RILSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11.00 a m.





























' ' - smut uouno' UNIVERSITY Sunday School 10:00a. m.- Morning Worship 111: 30 a. tn. 11:00a. m.Evening Worship cap. in. , Morning Worship
Evening Worship 7700 p. in.
GOO M.A111 -
Bible Study 10 am. COLDWATER UNIITU/
Worship Service 10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m. Worship Service 11:00 a.ni. lat Iii Did SIM-
Wed. Worship 710 P-m. day., 10:00 am. 3rd & 4th, Sunday School
Win MORAY - HIM a. m. lit & 2nd Sunday, 11:00 a. m. 3rd
Morning Worship - , 10:50a. 233. & 4th SundaY
Evening Worship
UNION GROVE TEMPLE Nat UNITED
Morning Worship 10:50 a. !II. M°Ining Wiwi* 10:071a.m.
Evening Worship . 0:00 p. m. Sunday School 11:04a. m.
SEVENTH & POPLAR FIRST METTIONUT
MEMOMAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship ..10:50 a. m. . - MAO HEIGHTS . _
Evening Worship 6 .66 P- m. Morning Worship . 1100 a. m
NEW-A111. (ft MISSIONARY Evening Worship _ . 7„;30n, m..
-- '
tinned thirst after righteousness. Al. - a
, 1 ' iK'--, ..
- though the Christian might be transform-
Worship Service 16:409,, In Worship . . 11: 45 & 10:50a. m.
Evening Worship - 6:00p. in.
NEW CONCORD
iceMorning Serv  W50 a. m. Sunday School °UM ellinD 10:00 a. in.




11:00a. m.shipMisrivintritAtralap -- -- '"--ii- • - 401110, NEW 4014C0110 -
1...',. mng Worship 7. 00 p. in Stinday School -107.001:m.
- - ' - MIN RAPTIST .Worship Services 11-: 00 cm..77011 p.m.
-CALVARY TEMPLEV.vrning
. Odin an instsuit* his life must be spent ----"- -''' .0. '
^ . - -
 hi ilae Studio( God's Teachings  -Piny* 1 a
.
-•- - -nu • -- • .,:w - - .- -- - - ' • -
Morning 
Worsiniviur:t 
 11i00 A.m. "" LYNN GROVE ---
. Evening Worship. .a:aalt. In- Morning Worship Service . 11:110 a. m.
WQr$fuja  . 41 Ao A.,,IM.
Evening Worship , . ' 6. 45 p m., 4undaY;Sctmt - 10:00a. m. /Winship Services 11•: 00 a. mr,7:30 p.m
. CRUST CORNER ....... _______. _ . . BUT ASSUAILY- -- -‘
Morning Worship 1100a m. - revelationEvening Worship 7 .°°P• m• Sunday School 1000 a, m.
MA GROVE Morning Worship 1T00 a . m.
:. . .7 ' . -Morning Worship 1100, m Sunday Evening °eV m
EveningWorship _ 7 . 00, m. Thurs. nite, . 7:00p. m
SALEM BAPTIST- UNITED, 310 IRVAN AVE.
Morning Worship 11.00a.m.. . Sunday School 10:00a. m.
Evening Worship 7:15p.m. ' Evening Worship ,,. 700 p. m,
MAROS CHAPEL
SUGARCREEK Sunday School 10:00 a . in
Morning Worship 11:00 a in. worship service 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship - 7,16P m. Evening Worship • 7:X1p. m
OWENS CHAPEL FIRST UNITED
Morning Worship -11:00a. m. Sunday Worship '10_00 a .th:& 7 • 00 p.m'
Evening Worship 530 p m Toes & Thurs 7 .0tip. rn.
. MOUNT NOUB FREEWILL BAPTIST , 
m Sunday School 9,30 a. .
Worship - 11:00 a: m.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
let Sunday - . :800 p.m
3rd Sunda) 10,30a m Christian
OLD SALEM 'BAPTIST




. Will be filled
,
__.., . _
are another means Of the - ,....._-_-•--":-' - - 
rrs
truth. If a man pursues
the Christ promise* that he






 - - ---
 MEG r • • T._ -. -.. . r.- . -Sdadaylefteet - -- •• -
Morning Worship - - - 10:43a. m.
Evening Worship 6:00e. I22: GOMM annum
Fantaisily Morning worship StrViCtd 9:30a. m.
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. Sunday School WM a. m
Morning Worship . IT :00 a. in. Evening services: 1st., 3rd. & 5th Sundays
HAUL MICK Preaching Service 6:30 p.m.
Of CNR1S7
Bible Study - 10:00 COLE'S UNIPGROUND .
AM. Worship 10:50 NauraDiP Service 10:00a. m.
P.M. Worship 6:00 ,
Mid-Week 7:00 DOn211-11ARDIN UNITED
COLDWATER Worship Service 10:00a. m.
Morning Worship la :5° a.m. 1st & 2nd Sundays 11:00a. m.
Evening Worship 6:00P-m- 1st& 3rd a 4th Sunday -
IURILLET CHUM 
' -MT. 10110116
Worship Service 10:00 a. m. lit Sunday &Sunday School 1000a. m. -- 11:00 a. m. 3rd Sunday: Sunday School 11:00Morning Worthy 1030a. m. a. m. 1st Siaiday - 10:00 a. m. 2nd, 3rd, & 4th




Bible Study 10;09 a. m. Worship Service 10:00.. m. 2nd Sunday:
Morning Worship - - 11:005. ris. 1100 A In. 4th Binsday Sunday School 0:110
Evening Worship 6 700 p. In, , a. m. MOO, * 4tb Sunday: 11 :110 a. m. 3nd
Sunday
Presbyterian , WATMEN almsam ixamegtWorship Service ii .co a m Worship Services tO - 45 a m , 7 00 p rn . .Marling gervicei 10:45 a. m.
Vesper Service 5.00 I:. m. MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
.. Worstlin 4 lti. 30 a. m
EtibleSchs•1 9 30 a m
, Morning ServiCes • -,,T 71 ,170a - nl: _Evening Service 6 60 p tn.Evening Services 6:00 p, m.
CRUNCH Of JESUS 0111IST
' FAM1 RAPTIST OF LAMA OAT SAINTS •
-MorningiVorship .. _. 11:00a. m-  Sunday School - . 10, 45- .. ro.
Evening Worship 6:30p. m. ST. LEO CATHOLIC
LOCUST GROVE ' • CHURCH
Morning Worship 11 : co a, in. Sunday Mass I a m., 11 a m 3 30 p. m
Evening Worship -,- -P 
Saturday Mass 6:30 p. m
i... n. Qua











•r • Sunday 10:00 a.m. BROOKS °LAPEL MINTS
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. 1st & 3rd Sunday 9:30 a. m.
NOON PLEASANT GROVE - EstenIng - " - 7:00p. m.
Sunday School 9:49 a.m. 3nd & lth Sundar 1100a. m.
Worship Service - 11:00 a. ni. No Evening lEarINIP
school OAK GROVE 1111110 UNITED
Sunday10:00 a. In. Int h Erd &MAY 11:00 a. m.
WOrship Services • 11 a. m., 7 p. m. kWh Mb &MAY 9:30a. m.
• Evening I:00p. in.
•,00 . m,..- .
CHESTNUT STREET GENERAL CHRISTIAN SCIENCE t Williaans 1===per Features Sryndnalie. Inc
SOUTN PLEASANT GROVE
d' AIOUNT M.EASANT Sunday School 10:00ag3.
Sunday School - -----rtrirr ft, - Farmer Ave. andS1771ST,Morray, Ky.. Sun-Morning Worship - 11:00 a. m. days-11700 a. in. Testimony meeting second
,,
-- -• -
Cbarione.me. Va 22106 . 
,
\ 4.... .1/4N,..NN -- - -.--,---- -,----41171-641•14,-
_
- lIgitetatigivistArp - - . - - - - --mega-Au. --1413010fWership- -- ' - . - - -11:00a. in.
Evening Worship 2:pop. m. Evening 7 :00 p. M.
- nartimarranan • STORITI 01APEL SNIT=LEDIETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST . Wednesday!' p. m .
Sit;aedi aAilStchool 10.00a. m. JEMOVAN'S WITNESSES
g - 11!0011.m. & 471/0p.m. Natchtovier 10.30 a7m. 7
Wednesday nit  17:8.0oRs..m. Bible Lecture
SPRING CREEK
, IIAPTIST OEURCIE 
WYMAN'S CHAPEL A.M.E.9: 3° a. m
Worship Services 11 00 a m., 7 00 p.m.
I_
_ _ ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL This,Pa-'7,'00 Wer40814081' - - 9-43e fR-. P ge Mode Possible By The
Church School 9;30a. m. Morning Worship 9:43 a. rn.




Church School 11,00 a. m_
ST. .10NN IIAPTIST CNUROI - ------- _ IMMANUEL LUTHERANMorning Worship Mersa_ m. susiday school 9,15a. m.
Suuday School . _._ . _ 9 -32,P .4....... _ kerning Werahip - . 1019a..in..- • . . .
DEXTER BAPTIST CII- UWE SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
7:00pin. Sabbath School Sat 10:30a. m.
, Wednesday Service _
Sulu* School - 
woo am.. Worship Service Sat. 9:15 a. rn.
WershipService - -- --- -11; 0*-81.

























Earth Moth No Sorrow







e Icin Us After Church
Ila, Five Points 753-7992




Septic Tanks - Driveway CulveLs -
Stock Water Tanks
"Anything in Pre-Cast Concrete"
Bibles L Church Supplies
Reference S. Inspirational Books
si. t. rumr,ii sq.. Ws Spacial Order Promptly 7/3-7222





"WS Finger Lickin 
irf omo•oki•po Div ond,rilem
















-front Ind Aignawint -
Coinpletti Twai-Up A Repair Unica- -
20 S. 711i • 753-1751




"' Top Orsity Used Cars
006 Ceidwidsr Rt 111000 753-6440
PHILLIPS Rudy Lovett
Distributing Co. Inc.
66 South 2nd753-2752 or 753-3571
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Member FDIC '





"Bowling At Its Best
.,





Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1/2 Block E. of S. 12th
1105 Pogue Phone 753-1489
Murray Auto Parts
Rebuilt Engines-Radiators Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
605 Maple St. 753-4424
.. Stokes Tractor 8 •
Implement Co. -
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319- .
Dunn Furniture
T.V. & Appliance &-Raim; Restaurant
hirlpoolW Sales & Service Quasar Famous Fish Dinners,
ffpping Center 753-3837Uncle Jes Sni
On Hwy. 66 at Aaron
rooms 474-2203
.
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal




-4 Bel-Air Shopping Center











Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
"For All Your Fertilizer Needs"








401 Olive - 753-5112
Tabers Body
Shop, Inc.




4111. I* Infants To 5 Years
Kentucky Licensed
-ill-. -_ 












Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Conditioning-Heatmg-Commerciol Refrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
Big John's
"Home of Quality, Economy oak iii
8. Selections"
Open 7 Doys
7 a.m. to 12 Midnight






11, t, P.T1111•111 VIM . .
Let us Entertain You
Murray
no um.. TIMLATIllfS Theatres
Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control
We use plastic S.
wood treatment for
100 So, 13th St. mold fungus 
753-3914
Murray Memorial Gardens








403 Maple Phone 753-1713
44‘ If God is your partner,
.














West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-OperativeCorp."'
Phone 753-5012












...._ . . ._.•._....,....
. West Ky.tRural TelephoneGlen B . Sears, Gen. PAO009111, . 
=4400r.. Calkiwor. fassiii11.- GOMM Canaries in Ky. a
ns
' , own.







HOUSE BOAT RENTALS ' 
.
































11.1111111121LitI No v mho, ‘114017-
-Schedules For The Week Of Nov. 12-Nov. 18 - -
•••
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
WNGE-2 WSIL-3 WSM-4
7:00 - hemerfriends
ION- Merle 7:55 - Schoolbags* Reek
7:00- Ne• Sept. Friends _ koolty Al sews 710.311- NIS hoethle_....-`- 1:00 - leffOlrepics e,sg_settoolhoolo Rock 7:00-Cl. Beers
10:10 -thefts' • 10:00 -Knells Soper-show 111,00-94m1 son.611.6- 11 WO-Weekeed Sped* 1033_ satoosooso INA 1:30- Now Archies
114111-11 11‘09mi 1 11:00- ABC Short Story 9: 30 - I am The Gf“991"23411411FAA WNW 11;30_ a. 8,d tikes -Tholdri
4:011- Sports 12:30- WAR football 14:30-1thedi lieree
4:00 - World of Sports 11:15111-m-•-"1li= legs Besse, $30- Nests 11:30- Bed Need Greg
7:410- Tortes 6•00- LaWT 011C0 Welk 12:00- Not Fudge
7:30- MK MevS 7:00-Fisk 12:30 -Ilk.
10:00- Newsweek 7:30_ movie 2:00-Alias Saud: A Ames





6:00 - Neel Mass








12:00 - Isms & Answers
12:30- lam Motors
1:30- Calor hotbed '77





7:00-Six Male $ See
1:01- Movie
10:25 - liesewthei. •
10:55 -theirlfiglial






10:30-Kirshner Rock Show 5:30- 1911•91•Ilk Owsk
6:00- News







6M1-Ilkeether id..7:30 - Ivry
0:30-The Shetshinth _





1 : 00 - Spotlight Si is
1:30 Flut MI_  • • moo itoo
2:00- Neves Crimea i









00 - File 6:3:00-Perry Mason 1 1
400 - The Rookios 1:30- Ay Afield: 
5:00-Candid Careers I 2:00- Beanie Lev IL
5:30 -News 2:30- Porter Wegner
300- College Baskatioull6:00- Noe Now
5:00- Montage7:00-Bob Newhort Show
7:30-We've Got 5:30-Newsloci Olbercoo
1:00 - The Jefferson'
















- • 4:11-Starise1:00 - 1111•• Ridge (Were* .4dg_goolo gilost





6:00 •- Searise Semester
4100-






11:30 - kit Albert
12:00- WiedgL-
12:30 - Alm feetivol















11:30-Nashville on the I
12:00-Good News
12:30 - With This Meg
12:45-Newt "










3:30- Big Rod Rodeo
4:30- briNinaker Spade
5:00 -Cider F •
5:30- Wild Kingdom
6:00-Nancy Drew






1:30- Dey of Discovery
9:00-Dimensions I Faith



















































7:30 - Nereid of Truth
NO-Ghost Busters
1:30-Ark II
9:110- let Sept. Chords
11E111:leiier-illtroe
WAS- Fete the Wren
11:00- This is the Ws
11:30-NFL football
3:00-Lock Up & Live
lamp Uri My Feet
4:110 - Feiner Cleric Tres
44:vallklielows
, 6:00 - Si epfAinet es
7:00- Rhode
7:30-0a Nor Owe-, m
0:00- AN in As feneiry•
I: 30 - A1ce
9:00- kopek '
10:00-News
DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
Saturday, Nov. 12
1 p. m. Racer Football Join
WKAIS sports voice Keith
Ferrell for all of the play by
play action as the racers t
Oh Eastern Illinois University.
"A CELEBRATION Or
WOMEN" November 13-21 -
A week of special programs
featuring women in arts,
sciences, sporta, and
education brought to you by
WKMS in conjunction with
NPR and the National
Women's Conference held
Nov. 18-21 in Houston.
Sunday, Nov. 13
5 pin. Voices In The Wind
Featured on the aeries' all-
women program will be ac-
tress Dame Judith Anderson,
powt Ntozake Shange, actress
Trazana Beverly, and dancer
Leslie Brown. Your host is
Oscar Brand.
8:30 p. m. JAZZ, JAZZ,
, JAZZ The lineup consists of
Jan Revisited at 8:30, Jazz
-Alive at 9:00, followed by Jazz
zons which includes Jazz
Unlimited. • -
Monday, Nov. 14.
10 a. m. Masterworks
Showcase This regular local
classical program will feature
women composers iind pet-:.
former&
12:05 p. m. Comment
"Woman: A Person First"
, Our guest is Sondra Ford.
7p. m. Options in Education
"Bilingual Education" Two
reports are critical of current
bilingual programs in schools
and question their ef-
lettiVeness. Is bilingual
education intended to
preserve minority cultures, or
is it intended to ease the
transition of minority 
volatile,
,cultures
to American Society? This 
is 
10:15-News . War with - works but more of a10:30- Gonsethe y, Nov. 15
12:00-News p. m. Comment memorable 
one.11:36- Public Affairs
Crawler
mmir "Woimsn-Divor ced" Guests 
Are You scared of snakes?
are Bill and Sue Pooler. If you are you will be scared of1 p. m. Afternoon Clunks 
the ugly snake on the new
This afternoon •class1 1
program today will con- Ier. Brothers._
rentrate on women composers-
and performers.
*i 1)sm. National -Town 0
Meeting "Clilid-Bearing''. _
'Guests ire Tom Braden of the
-Post and TDhre.speek
moderator is Eileen Shanahan NASHVIT 1 P., Tenn. (M5)of the New York Times. They call themselves the Stet-
WedneadaY• Nev. id ler Brothers. But they're not
12-:115 P. M. COMinent brothers and they're. mot.
"Wornen and The LawirGuest named Statler.
• is the wife of Murray State Maybe they should call
President ConatAatiaa-- W- themselves the Success
Corgis, JO ain't& Brothers. Or the _Wholesome
7,..1L111,....021tions--"Wenten---:lirelhers. Either -would be
Truck Drivers" KUER radio's mere appropriate. .
Connie Glende and truck mays because -the quiet
driver Jean "Misty Lady" quartet has been chosen vocal
Tillery truck from Burlington, group of the year by the Coun-
New Jersey to Salt Lake City, try Music Association for the
Utah in Jean's Truck last six years. And they're so
8 P. in. New York Mir" • wholesome that their worst
monic Music by Richard vice is smoking.
Wagner Performed by Janis Without fanfare, the
CMhaerelltn; ajnd444 the Camta
Vickers,
ejroahn become y mus countr usic's
Singes. Erich Leinsdorf dominating vocal group while
conducts. - maintaining a refreshing,
Thursday,Nov.17 quiet dignity during a period
12:05 Ceninkett of raised voices and transition.
"Wmlaah and other Wooten" in country music. •-.
_Otteit is Carol Julian. They've toured with Johnny
Cash and were regulars on his
7p. ni- Pauline Frederick S.!• television show, recorded ,201
Colleagues "The P. L O.'s albums am 35 singles, wow-
role inimideast peace talks" -three Grammy awards and
The guest is Mr. Zehdi Ishih consistently attracted 50,000
Terzi, permanent observer to people to an annual July 41
the United Nations Palestine concert in their hometown OE
Liberation Organization. The Staunton, Va., population
panel consists of David 2000: - • •
Anable, U. N. correspondent And success hasn't spoiled
for The Christian Science them, They've cultivated such
Monitor and Don Shannon of a clean-cut image that they
the Los Angeles Timm.
8 p.m. Thursday night as "the BylarnfderBtor th emers7ives
Special An Options presen- p BaLsley, a member of
Union of "Margaret Mead on the group, was asked in an in-
Women Today." NPR's terview recently to name the
Barbara Newman.. interviews worst thing about the quartet.
anthropologist Margaret "Well, we all smoke," he said.
Mead about the role of women "But Harold (Reid) quit. Lou
In the world today. - ( DeWitt) quit and started
p. m. Crossroads "Women back. We don't drink, but Lou
In Science" Guests include has about twos year, I think."
mathematicaL., biologist The four owe el lot to Cash,
Evelyn Fox Keifer; founder; of who made them part of his
0Apmererican. Women in Science touring show in 1964. "He has
and Virginia Upton, the only been very good taus," Balaley
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Record Review
by J. D. Lancaster
rn
mmtgrr•sals mum•IL • • ••• i•mor rim mum. ••••• r..








tueleIS- aft Ufe To Ur
2: 1S- Illenerel Neepitel












. VISM-4 I WTVF-5 WPSD-6 -
5•414-111estbst ' 5:00 -Copetry Morsel
9s11-7N 5:11-Merthig Devotes 3; gg _call Tiptop ..:
-Walp=10,WeitaililliNTIs.. 6,00 - lbw 
_
11:11.-Deltetiez 7:11S-Twist now 7:00-010 Times fillet
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TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
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Elvis Is Concert _trawler Lp. However, the
Although Elvis has died, his rock sounds of this group are
memory, and his music will fantastic and the group's
live on forever. Even RCA record is slowly but surely
records is releasing new climbing the charts.
albums. One of these is from In reality, Crawler's
members are not new to the
record scene. They have been
studio musicians for Lynyrd
Skynyrd, Pete Townsheld,,
Eric Burdon and Eric Clapton.
The group's former name was
Back Street Crawler. The
members of the group are
Terry Wilson-Siesaor on
vocals, John "Rabbit"
Bundrick on keyboards, Geoff
1•Vhitehorn on guitars, Terry
Wilson on bass and Tony
Etraunagel on drums. "They
combine to produce a bleed of
earthy rock and blues :that
reflects every iota of their -
considerable experience fp the -
contemporary rock music
Beld." •
There eget great keybtxrdit
by Terry Wilson-Slessor on the
cut "Without You Babe" and
%cab; are' goOn "Sold On
Down The Line." The big hit-
from the album is "Stone Cold
Sober" which has potential.
Their sound is great and the
group shows of promise of
becoming a success; however,
it may be slow going tor a




the CBS TV special called
"Elvis In Concert." Presley
fans will appreciate having
this album although it is not as
good as the previous Elvis
Presley live albums.
For one thing "Elvis In
Concert" is poorly engineered
and the vocals sounds muffled
in spots The material picked
is good and Elvis is great, but
there are too many interviews
of fans and too much clowning
around by Elvis.
The second record in the set
is much better than the TV
special record. This other
record is from his vatious
concert appearances during
tht-surnmer of 1977- his last
tour. There are great cuts
such as the "Hawaiian
Wedding Song," "Love Me"
and "Trying to Get To You."
There is a rare treat with an
opera singer singing "0 Sole-'
Mio" and then Elvis Presle
version of "It's Now Or
Never."
Elvis Presley will remain.
one of the giants in the
recording industry and will
continue in the sales of his
Albums for many years to
come. However, "Elvis In
Concert" is not one of his best
• • I
Near Evangelist Travis Smith
*TOPIC
Nov 13 - Sunday Night - 7:15
"GOD'S SUBSTITUTE"
Seventh-day Adventist Church


















"Nobody knows e trouble I've had." You are
probably correct. Sir there are people who are
_synipathefic and conce d. But, they really don't
know how it feels to get in the morning and
wonder-if you can face ano . -It- may be
facade smile we see on anothe face when in...
reality he or she -is writhing on : inside.; The.
strongest of people have periods of , ression, •
discouragement, disillusionment, and even espair.
Ifs when this becomes a pattern of thinkin nd
living-that there is something radically wrong.
.._ There Is someone _ who c.are and understands. "
There is as much of His -power, strength, en-'.
couragement, and help at your faith. trust, .and con-
fidence will allow in your life. He loves you, as if you
were the only person 'to love, and, the only* .
limitation on His !bye is what you put there. Don't
quit lust yet. Don't despair when you have the com-
munion of_prayer-Tum your_heart around and y '
life will find solid ground. God's possessions are
precious. Give him your lift and,fight will dispel the •
darkness that blots your day. Try Him and see. -
Yes, "see" with "eyes" of faith. (1 Chronicles 29:19-11.
John 1:10-13; 3:1-8; II Corinthians 5:17: Galatia n% 1.26-
29ft1ohrilkt-4): -
It's the greatest Meg 11th. world




Tapes Reg $7.95 $5"
Albums Reg v95$5"
(And Some - $4.99)
All types' Of "Music - including Bluegrass, -
Country, R & B, Oriental, Instrumental,
Big Bands, Gospel, Classical, and Disco
One Stop!
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NATIONAL
JUNEAU, Alaska ( AP) - A
0. Mrs. K. B. writes that nursed a baby have a 
long-abandoned Alaska mine
--sttrirr-mtndfc,agerf,mar.---..siaghtly.highermeideaeeof may yield 
a commodity
 -riect-woman. She-and- her breast cancer 
almost as precious here as the
hsuband have been mar- In any event, you would 
gold it once produced --
_ried.for over ten years, and be vdsr, to have a thorough Year-mind °Willy of frail
she has never. been preg- evaluation of your Cuar="—fruits and Yelletablae-A40aat
--nava. Several months ago, charging hfeast-and-appro----corPoratiall. A115k4 Hydro 
-she-hati-some-disehurge Prtate-treattment-•-xa=iad- -Gartlealh-baS asked the
intermittently from one of out. Early treatment is a- Planning and Zoning Com-
• her breasts s and she thinks major factor in cure should mission for permission to
 that-the- arnount-is grartu- you find that a small build a hydroponic farm in an
ally increasing; malignancy is causing decaying tunnel of the Alaska-
She has'seen her regUlar your discharge. Juneau Mine: Hydroponics is
physician about the Ms-- - - - the scienee' of growing -plants
charge, and, he believes Reading in Dim Light in trays with.the use of liquid
that ,it, is harrillessand that-----Not•  Harmful to Fyes  --nuttlents-i -instead of soil.
•_she should be observed for 0. Mrs. W. I. asks for Mianpg substgeteier the sum
a longer period. She has no help in a family debate..., The mine in Lao Chance
knot or pain in -the breast. whether reading in dim -or Bonin once was the largest
Mrs. K. B. asks for com-- , poor light is harmful to the underground mine in the
ment and advice. eyes.
INGTONTAPI -Mesician in.consultation, pref- prompt recovery. WASH.._
...., erably one-who _re-gularly . . ..iact, some Rersons . Federal Trade-
_ .treatast. diseases, in-. whose eyes are sensitive to _says a recent revision on me-
eluding cancer • a surgeon light appear to be--iiiiii--FT-Ciiiiiinrier credit law might re-
--or,an internist who special- comfortable when reading suit in discrimination by mer-
izes in malignant diseases, in a dull light because of chants and credit card corn-
an oncologist). the, reflection - from the panies. One of the revisions el-
It is possible that you white paper from which lows merchants to in • e in
--- have e nonirralignant fern- -they are .reading. . ' credit - applications about a
,like growth in one of the Likewise, reading in _persons race, sex or religion
;ducts in your breast ) Antra- bright light is not damag- as a means of designing sales
ductal papilloma ). Such ing. to the ye structures. -Strategy._ Andther change
--_.: growths -often - -pro_duce a Readineand other close- —- _eliminates' a requirement that
usually possible to -locate fists. can usually be ht. 
a merchant must explain why
Ler§. Stay Well
Nipple Discharge
Requires Early- Diagnosis, and- Treatment
By F.J.L Blasingame, M.D. _
THE nEws
in BRIEF 
credit unless he declines to






revision no explanation is WASHINGTON ( AP) -
required. 'Representatives of the
nation's rabbit meat
WASHINGTON MP) -- The processing industry say they
decorative outdoor gaslight are disappointment In,
may be onthe way out. A con.. President Carter's veto of a
Agressional conference rkì.bil1 that wUtild Ate, _
mittee is considering banning established a government
such gaslights - between two inspection program for rabbit
and four million of them meat. The industry
around the country - and the representativeri said the come
House already has proposed summer will be harmed. The in-
getting rid of them. Opponents dustry 'currently has an In-
of the gaslights claim they are sPectian Program, but the
wasting- energy- and their - processors mu t pair Inc
elimination could save as Carter, in vetoing. the hill
much as 73 billion cubic feet of Thursday, said it serves only a
gas per year. special interest group and that
there are only a handful of
A. According to your A. Reading in poor light 
world. It produced 880 million G-TON (AP) - Ef. Americans who would benefit
te_&t.ription- rnethingLs_ 
in gold from its discovery in forts to clean up the nation's by it.
i i. pot harm the eYes. 
happening in one of your They may show some 
1886 to its shutdown as a non- waterways will be hampered
breasts and not _in the discomfort more readily 
essential wartime activity in by new 'changes in the federal INTERNATIONAL.,. 
other._ I recommend that when used in thin light, b-f-ti -----'1143. water - laws, 
• say - - en.-- AMSTERDAM, Netherl-
vou see-an additionallphy--• resting the eyes brings . _ 
WASHINGTON _ eironmentallsts. The reeillehg-- ands- (AP) --Authorities said
were approved this weak by a today that two men wounded
House-Senate conference --WO shootout with Amsterdam
commIffee IxIim..stry Police 'Were West German
represetitaWeii- sought*in the kid-
changes are "a reasonable naPPinit and murder 01 in-
compromise" between en.- dustrialist Haring-Martin
vironrnental and economic Schleyer. The federal
concerns. A spokesman for Criminal Office in Weisbaden,
one environmental - group -Welt .GermadY, said Police
called them "a din- sent to Amsterdam used
appointment." The committee
agreed to extend the deadline_
on installation_ •of improved
waterpollution equipment and
done in daylight that he is not allowing a person eased requirements to
comes from the north.
Such_light tends to have-a
more even„,; adequate dia-
tribution.
bloody discharge, and it is work, such as that by-derr--
the involved duct and re
-move--it.- preserving the
remainder-of the breast. -
Malignancy is less com-
mon in -younger women
..than in those who-are old-
er .Women who have not
Calp$ rt$41t 197:
•• Untted l'enture S$1:1,11••:•te.-Irl.
Hickman -R R leaders
Criticize _State Officials
_Leader& in_aneffort_ to, keep • "'TAY didn't  •do-anything.--
Elickman's only railroad line We're upset. We _couldn't
open have criticized state of& operate our business if we
dais, saying they broke a mismanaged things the way
W,e
keep The line from being_ should not have been treated
 _so shabbily." -
The state failed to formally - •
oppose the closing of the _mer David Graham, 111cliatien
as officials said it would do, city .manager, said that
• the eritimsaidihursday, and because of the state's
• - the tieedline for- formal- ep- assurance, the -CilY is- "'not
position passed before local even .on record as a formal
readers found out about, the protester, of. the ,ahan-
lack-of state action. — -
The harshest complaint The lute runs 51.1Lrniles
carrre--Ti Any Hudson; fronr•-•-•Iteltmort‘ to-the-Ten.
production and control nessee city of Dyersburg.
manager oiCarborundum Co.- Hudson and Graham said
Graphite Division, the Tennessee has launched a
railroad's main Kentucky strong campaign to save the_
user and the only formal Ken- Part of the line in that slate.
tucky protester of the McBrayer, reached by tele-
proposed abandonment. phone yesterday at Covington,
"About- .150 people heard said the criticism was imjusti-
( Commerce Commissioner) fied.
Terry McBrayer and Jim Nut- "Wedidall we-rouhlde," he.
ter (a McBrayer assistant) said. "We can't perform mir-
assure us that the state would acles. I am riot his (Hudson's)
handle it for us," he said. lawyer."
fingerprints to identify
Christoph Wackernagel, 26, a
one-time actor. He and a man
Dutch authorities believe to be
former economics student
Rolf Clemens Wagner, .33,
were arrested after a gun





certain,," but some- doubt.
ramp'. tied because the men
-carried-forged-papets.
_ .
_ PRETORIA, South Africa
(AP) -Pollee swept through
a black township outside
Pretoria and arrested 626
persons in a six-hour raid
which authorities called a
drive to combat criminal
elements. Among those ar-
rested Thursday were 198
schoolchildren. Police said
they-woulddetermineltanyot
the - children shoultk----be ---
referred to institutUoini.- South
Africa operates welfare
homes for timeless' black
children. Abbott• ihrid-74-10- -
persons were arrested for
violation of passbook laws that
require blacks to carry
identity books and obtain
government pernilasion tolive
and work-in white areas.




LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Sootiness'_
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE USpN A





- Joanna Adams, food service
-director of the- Callaway
County Schools, has released
the menus for the week of
U. November. 14 to lies folloes:
To Hold Convention SOEAST, NORTH, AND
Monchiy-liamburgers,
The 140th annuarmeeting of moticl,..Va.; Randall LolleY,- french fries, orange wedges,
the Kentucky Baptist Con- President of Southeastern bun, and chocolate_ clusters;
vention will the held at the BaPtist Theological Seminary, Tuesday- hill, grilled
HICKMAN, Ky. (AP) _ Hudson said the state Wake Forest, N.C.; and cheese, greenFlorence Baptist Church, , slaw,





For Business Al 1111
1300 Johnson, Murray 759-123i III
entucky Baptists
Vlerence-iity-Nov--15-1fr 17
1977 The convention convenes
Tuesday, Nov.---15, at- 10:40
a.m. with president Ted Sisk
presiding. Sisk is pastor of
Lexington's Immanuel
-Baptist Church. Messengers
will be attending from the 2200
cooperating Baptist churches.
representing over 750,000
--Kentucky Baptists. The Rev,..
J. William Jones Is pastor of
Me host church. Sisk will
deliver The president's ad-
dress scheduled for 11.30ain-
-Tuesday.
- -The-lUev. Richard Oldham,'
pastor of the Glendale Baptist
Church, Bowling Green, will,
deliver the convention sermon
at 800 p.m. Wednesday
evening, Nov. 16, 1977. The
convention theme will be "Let
-the Church Reach Out."
Among the out of state
personalities participating in
the three-day program are
William W. Marshall of. the.
Southern Baptist Convention's
Foreign Mission Board, Rich-
MICROWAVE COOKING
SCHOOT
BE A GOOD COOK
THE MICROTOUCH WAY
• Cook three ways
- fast by tiny"
- fast by temperature
- slow with automatic
Simmer N Cook setting
Riur Power levels
• Audible response touch pads
- • Crock pot for slow cooking
packed in every oven
• Digital readout tells time of day
when oven not is use
Murray Appliance Company is having a G. E.
Microwave Oven Cooking school Tuesday Novem-
ber 15, 1977 at 7 o'clock in the W. 0. W. Hall on
Maple Street.
This school is being taught by a G. E. Microwave
expert, introducing all new in Microwave Cooking
the new G. E. Microwave. Be sure to attend.
MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEILP II MUT
MOININO Cl' and JOON S ICONS MINOS
212 UST 111114 ST MORE 753-15114
-Glen-ckni McCullough,
executive secretary of the
_Southern Baptist.  Conventicia!•
Brotherhood Commission,
Prior to the opening of the
•convention- Abe-
board will meet Monday, Nov.






-at the Erlanger Baptist
Church. The Kentucky Baptist
rastorrostiterentron begilr—
Monday afternoon at 2:30p.m.
in the Florence Baptist
Church. The Kentucky Baptist
Religious Education
Association's conference will
begin Monday afternoon at-
1:00 p.m. at the Greenview
Baptist Church, Florence.
The 140th annual session of
the -Kentucky Baptist- Con-
vention slated to conclude
its session Thursday morning
Nov. 17 around noon.
he
"Wed pe-iithet, etteff-StrilW
and rice krispie cookies;
Wednesday-coin dogs, tator_ 
. tots, white beans, and cin-
namon rolls;-- Thursday-
barbecue, 'trench fries, carrot
roast beef, hamburger, hot
dogs, chef salad, fruits,and
vegetables: -Wednesday-
choice of chicken, speghetti,
hamburger, hot dogs, chef
salad, .frui_ ts. and vegetables;,.
Tritincray-choice of tacos,
chuckwagon, hamburger, hot
dogs, chef salad, fruits, and
vegetables; Friday-choice of
vegetable soup and peanut
butter sandwich, fish sand-
wich, hamburger, hot dogs
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Keep some liandy for - -
flashlights, toys, games. •





PARIS, K. (A) -,- Carlton
Colcord, owner of -a - new
winery here, seems confident
that Kentucky-made wine will
find .a.place in the-hearta of
Kentucky bourbon drinkers,
"Icentuckians will drink
good wine," Coleord said
Thursday, the day before the
official opening telcumaies
for the new venture. ,
"I don't think they like for-
eign things ... but as long as
it's from Kentucky they'll be
proud to put it on their table."
Colcord, a former Ken-
tuckian who now lives most of
the year in LaMar',
acknowledged that many
people seem to be intimidated
at the tought of buying good
wine, because they think they
ought to know something
about it.
"That's one of the beauties
of the winery," Colcord said.
"They can see how it's made.
Once they know what it's all
about, they won't be afraid
anymore."
Seven years ago, Colcord
planted a 32-acre vineyard on
his mother's farm in Bourbon
County.
Three years after the first
harvest, Colcord took the first
wine to Europe to see how it
would fare. "Everybody
agreed it's a fine wine," he
said.
However, until the 1976 Gen-
eral , Assembly enacted
legislation permitting the
licensing of small wineries in
the state, Colcord had to sell
grapey wat of-state.-- -
tie was the first to appli,for
Land
an receive a Kentucky small
winery license;
The winery will begin
selling wine Saturday, and
visitor,s, . may tour the
operation Wm Tuesday to
Thursday, 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.,
and on Friday and Saturdays
until 7 p.M.
The day before the grand
opening, workmen were busy
putting final touches on the
building. The varnish on the
floor was not yet dry, but the
wine was clearly ready for the
Friday-thin sliced beef or
ham sandwich, black eyed




gpgptahlps, saiadk., palii plates_
bun cornbread, orange or
--chocolate puddingtTuesdity-
c ese-burgers, adOpy joes,
thicken and 'dumplings,
vegetables, salads, fruit




vegetables, salads, chef Salad,
bun, crackers, sliced peaches,
or iced _spice cake; Thur-
sday-hamburgers, thin -
sliced ham or beef,- -tamoli-
casserole, vegetables, salads,




pot pit, vegetables, salads,
cold plate, bun, rolls, cookie,
or. fruit cobbler.
-tasting.
Colcord and winemaker Bill
Pease took a group of
businessmen through the
operation, explaining how the
process works.
Pease drew samples — first
of the white wine, then of the
red - and filled glasses as he
talked.
A slightly different wine-
making procedure is followed
depending on the color of the
gapes. White grapes go into a
crusher that processes up to
five tons a day, and then into a
cold fermentation tank, while
red grapes go directly into a
long cold fermenting process
that preserves the fruity
quality ,of the wine; Pease
said.
Colcord told the visitors that
the Colcord young wines are
meant to be. drunk during the
holiday season - not saved
By next spring the wine, now
slightly sweet, will be dry.
The wines are referred to as
-nouveau" or new7stroppoltkr
to red wines. , ,
MURRAY CITY
Glinda Jeffrey, food service
director of the Murray City
Schools, has released -the
menus -for the week. of
November 14 to 18 as follows:
MURRAY HIGH-
Monday-choice of corn
dog, toasted cheese,. ham-




--namburger', potatoes.- fresh. -
fruit or slaw, and cookie;
vegetablesoup
pimento cheese or pizza, corn,




fruit or pears, rolls, and jelly;
Thrusday-7tacos or pjzaA.
potatoes,- -applesauce Or
gelatin, and cookie; Friday-
-mexietin--easserale-or -
burger, potatoes, green peas,













Chips, apple, carrot sticks,









Rent your own personal warehouse for pennies a day.
EXTRA STORAGE SPACE
For.. .home owner, apartment dweller, mobile home
dweller, small or large businessman, mover, anybody
with a space pzoblem.
Includes-Individual bays (any size), 24 hour private
entrance, security, lights, insurance.
- 753-4758
(-1 ••••• -




641 North, Cente Drive
Neer pedant Pancake House, behind Carl Howard Used Cars.
U-LOCK IT #r.STORE IT
U-KEEP THE KEY
' x10'  month $1600
S' x16'  month' 52300
8's10'  month 5250*








OUR OWES PRICE RI
video, games: Hockey,
Jai Alai, Tennis, Handball.
- Hooks up to any TV set_






Fits any standard aerosol can. Regulated tem-




Features non-stick cooking sur-•















, EVEN LESS WITH TRADE-111
iticig. Color /V has picture tubl, 10-0%
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Calloway County High School Honor Roll
The honor roll for the first
grading period at Calloway
County High School has been
released by the prin-
cipal, Jerry kriley. Persons
making all A's are listed at
- first for each grade, as well as
-- those who made all A's and
B's.
 __The list-as-realeased is as
' follows: 




, Susie Inks, Kim Kemp,
Redick, Laraine -Steen,
Nada Thomason, Gail Tucker.
_At3 Et__
JoAnn. Allbritten, Tim --
Alton, Teresa Bibb, Gall
Brame, John Brinkley, Greg











LaDon Haley, Betsy Skaggs,
Everett Hart, Laura Jarrett,
Mark Jones
Gene Dale Lockhart, Randy
McCallon, Patty McCuiston,
Bruce McManus, Keith
Starks, Pam Peirce, Kenneth
Paschall, Sandy Robertson
Kim Smith, Nix Ann Osborn,-,
-Icithran Thorn, Shari Tucker-





Denise White, Teresa Wilson,
Stephanie Wyatt
• stitand Ws
 Marlon Adams Tommy
Boggeits, Johnila Brandon,
Patty Bynum, Ricky Cun-
ningham, Carol Cooper, Keith
Crick, Sandra Dillon, Cindy
Duncan, David Coloon, Steve-









18 Possessive 13 Church- - council -
2O eels 1 6 H • igh school
23 Sunburn dance IS24 Soaks up lcolloq 1 36 Pursue 49 Jump
26 Bracing
medicine 24 MaWs-nerne - • 38Food• - - - point •
19 Condiment 37 Uprising 52 Compass eceives A
Answer triTtiSirWiey Putzle
TAS.S 
E.A.T S S E-R
,E T
,RS
Gale Jewell, Eric Kelleher,
Karol Kemp, Shane limiter,
Lisa Mathis, Kenneth Mc-
Cuiston, Renee McDougal,
Sheila McKenzie, Ken Morris
Nancy Murdock Mickey
Overbey
Sheila Phillips, Jan Potts,
Rose Ross Allen Routh,
_Tammi Rudolph, Pam Sills,
Kim Starks, Debbie Smith,
Teresa Steen, Conda Stub-
blefield, Janeen Thorn
Terty Tucker, Tammy




Mk Grade - All A's
Lisa BieII,SÜsan Byars,
Craig Chandler, Mary Elkins,




Jamie Barnett, James Bibb,
Melissa Brinkley, Lori
Buchanan, Patti Carson,
Donald Colson, . Regina.
Cunnuegham, Amanda Dunn,'
Shirley Elkins, Larry Enoch, -
.Tim Feltner,. Dale Finney,
Roger Garland
Lesley Herndon, Rose
Herndon, Chuck Holt, Lee
Jackson, Joy Kelso, Kathy
Lovett; Angela Manning.
Jackie Miller, Peggy Lee
Sales, Roy Dale Sheridan,
Chris Taylor
9th Grade - Ali A's -- • -
Lanesse Jones Bonita UMW
Candy Maddox
A's and B's
Lori Adams, Ricky Barrow.
Laurie Bear, John Bickerton,
Tammy Blakely,' Monica
Brown, Kathy Bymnn, Cindy
Carson, Carita Chambers,
Scott Coleman, Roger Colson,
Jeanna Cooper
Marcia Cunningham, Celisa
Curd, Joyce Deering, Dann.)
-Garland, David Garland,
Laura Garland, Lisa Garland,
Lone Hale,' David Holsapple,
Debbie Hooks, Mickey Hut-
son, Cindy Johnson Jena Hoke
Glenn Jones, Le.sa Jones,
Alleah Lamb, Danny Lamb,
Tone Lovett, Kim Marrs,
Karen McKinney, Sheri




. -Keith Todd, Timmy MOM.
Kim -Weatherford, Dian




E R 110 A
1E. P H  
MNAGE ,A 
Er4 7p4 
• 2E1 Pseposition 22 Locations weeraf*--
29 Test 25 Dinner
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33 Lump of earth 27 Group of 41 Small 57 Printer's
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36 Folded 30 is defeated
39 Extra 32 Harvests
42 Pronoun .34 AmOunt






























--A-- TVA employee has
mentodre ivvivvl1he 1177 Outstanding
58 Symbol for Practitioner Award from thetellurium
80 French National Recreation and Park























tr by l'nited Feeteh Fandmittg.
_ _
-HAVE-IttIttettitt4E-ARO-0 --11 .RAR CS -5Nete•-?- -
"CHiONOPHOBIA"? Ir5 A HOI.0 COULD ANONE





N{01977 J,11e0 FeatJ,e Sy^1 c
NANCY
OH , DEAR --- HE STOLE A
WHOLE ROAST', SIX L.
POTATOES AND A 17i1G-
_CAK
BLONDIE

















outstanding_ ____Audewk_ifi__ any other questions that_
structor, and practitioner might arise check the
annually. pages of the only in-
Cottrell, who lives in- struction book. inspired
--Murray, Kentuekyi-gleeeived_ _bY.Q..d.tor the use of his











Plias 733-3341 or •
753-3342
BELTONE
Aid Sales.- Free Service -
on all makes-. -Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200





Kent io orn..No credit dwelt:.






WHERE IS paisliss? Is
Jesus . Christ in
wa  4-.Iesus-Quist? For the -Paradise? if not, where
answers to these and
2 Notice
YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLVE,
Would you A. SO AISIL
04 Church Bus to- &sit-
day School Ind MOM.
ning worship swviodd
at
Sinking Spring kptiit awdi
Bus Driver for Novem- -







LOST BILLFOLD- in 5
Point vicinity. Good
reward offered. Call SEMI RETIRED veteran
RandaW-Thereett--7811--=----Itishes work. 'Yard
8719. mirk, janitor work,
security guard, window
LOST FEMALE Walker - washing or factory
Hound with black collar., ----work. Call 492-8110.





in my home, 5 days a






Girls to call on
telephone from 9
till ?. Must have
own transportation.
$2.50 per hour. Call
and ask for Bubba
at 753-4153.
. Situations Wanted
MISSING ONE male blue
tick hound 4 years old.
Not a good hunting dog,













from 5,000 to 500,000.
New business start up.
Call 502485-1795 bet-
ween 3 and 11 p.m., "7
--- days week.
14. Want To Buy
GOOD .USED MOBILE__
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
Richard Cottrell, chief of _from, Purdue University in For assistance call 753-
outdoor recreation at TVA's 1955. He is the president of the *84:-Land Between The Lakes in Kentucky Lake Chapter of thewest Kentucky and Ten- Soil Conservation Society of nessee, received the award at Americo (scsk----and wm:
the recent NRPA annual serve as the 1978 chairman ofconference for his service and the Ourdoor Recreationsupport of student park and Division of SCSA as well as a
recreation organizations and board member of theprojects. American Park-. and
NRPA-Student Branch is a Recreation Society. He' was  gib 40 Mk .T. CIF .1•1 NW all -1M-MILINI-1.-,
rumprofit_organization in._ previously employed liy the FOR WATKINS : __,...lt"*"....W6"4"..... sterested_ in education_and ILa- Forest_ _Service-as_ Puglucts..-Canta-et . •n rr-fir.,Figy IOW .5.---*---.:, vomit -mitE-to-suy
research to improve park and assistant supervisor of Holman Jones, 217 South ma "wood-Rymer" tbet serves g registered wire haired








administration. . COLOR PORTRAITS, •
r extra
,TEXAS REFINERY
CORP. offers plenty of IV/OP/ENDOWS and over
.money plus cash head -door. 8 ft. wide for
bonuses, fringe benefits a garage. Call 753-4048.
•ineture_persoen
• Murray area. Regar-
dless of experience,
write C. IA. Pate, Pres.,
Box. 711, Ft. Worth, Ti.
76101.










For information cao_753- _
7737. ,
REPOSSESSED -Zenith
console stereo. With 8
track tape player, AM-
FM stereo and record




gas heater, 65,000 BTU.
- $125. Call 753-0069 after 4
WNLSEIED baby
bed; -also 'table with
sewing machine bottom.
Call 753-4862 after 4 p.m.
ONE LINCOLN welder,
$100. One acetylene
cutting torch, '2 tanks,
$100-. Two compartment
ice cream freezer, $25.
Sears wheel barrow, $15.




pertone. $100. Call 753-
1733.
.TWOEND-TABLES SEMI-I-- •
coffee table, chrome and
• glass. All three for $75.
Call after 5 753-7567.
. ._-FOIL_ „SALL-anaterniIV _
-clothiers: -Size S. GeSTANDING' TIMBER by 
ll-75.Y•
2329: ,
the acre or footage. Call
498-8757.
WE BUY used trailers:.
Call 1442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
CONIKETE OR SUPPLEMENT•111. NEAT 753-5669.
mem toe moose
copies. Made from any. '1
---It:C.Atit--Ste tyt0011P-.==_-_-....:t, Sittl‘ >IMO -111E-Y - -stet.- - , c .
s.V1161-IT HAPPEN .. Wallets low as 24 cents, 8 1
x 10 $2.40.-Fast service. 1‘- ---.--------tc------A- •


























Care . . 1534621
Poison Control  153-15O .
Senior Citizens . 1534929
Reedline  7531EED


















submitted by 12 noon
the day before i
publication. '
753-0035. Free parking
lat, use- our rear en- z- -
I
I OAK FIREWOOD for
I Connect to your Present sale. Call 436-5820.
I--- duct system! _ I 
15 Articles For Sale
.1 FIREWOOD for sale. Call
__,-STOVE BOARDS-42" x'




rick delivered. Call 753-
4304 after 5 p-m: _
16 Home Furnishings
-MATCHING- ROWN-- -
I 436-12758 or 753-5862. floral Early American
t  love =seat and =rocker,
I SOLITAIRE Tiffany Just like new. $80. Call
753-3383.I Setting: 5i carat .
Ai diamond ring. White 11112:=1111
gold, size 5._ Ink C:all
2594101. i;BefliotAnis. Sletrancl-
t
I 1(502)554-4624 !,=== as. = =mod{
tO6KS, fountain, car -
hops. Apply in person
Sonic Drive In, Murray,
Ky.
WESTERN KY.
Chemical plant needs an
experienced main-
tenance mechanic.
Applicant must have at
least 3 years experience
as a machinest.„ Ex-
' oellent starting wages_
and company paid
fringe benefits. Send
resume to Box 32 G.
SOMEONE TO CLEAN
house once a week.
--MUST-have-references.
Call 759-1049 after 5 p.m.
SUN DEMOCRAT is
looking for carrier in



















WANTED DEALERS . '
To install sprayed foam insulation in old and new
buildings. Tremendous energy saver. Every home
and building owher can use it, and can save them up
to 50% of their heating bills. we are -the only
manufacturer that trains how to-install with on the
job training and by factory experienced installers,.
No fees of any kind. We are interested only in selling
this foam insulation that we manufactUre. Can be
applied all year round. Write: Imperial Coatings





NEED MORE ELBOW ROOM?
Located in new growing Canterbury Subdivision
- 3 bedroom, 2 bath home with central-gas heat
and electric air. Den with fieeplace. In city
Roliertson school districf_Over 2400-square feet--
in house. -Big bedrooms. Electric garage. door
opener. See it Today




THE PROFESSIONAL OFFICE WITH THE FRIENDLY TOUCH
Homer Miller 153-7519 Audro Moody 753 9036
Warren Shropshire 753-3277 It. B. Nook 753,2337




PURDOM and THURMAN REAL ESTATE,
OPPORTUNITY VS. INCONVENIENCE
Once you Tn. t your home
with a Reahor, it's up to him
to find-ITISW-Pr last Nor-
mally. - hell arrange ap-
peintments to view the
home which are conveniferge
to, both, parties. That's_
always nice.
Sometimes, however
prospects are on tight
schedules, requiring your
Realtor to make last-minute
appointments Don't get an-
noyed I'd Mie to hrre%a
dollar for every. sale roe-
summated on A last-minute
visits. They don't have the
luyury of time in their side.
And they want and need a
house now - not in a year.
The busy prospect is also
more apt to mate ,anim-
mediate offs, to -hub than
onediyho has all the time in
the world. So, if you really
want to sell your house in a
hurry treat the last minute
appointment-as an op-
portunity - not an in-
convenience
Consulting with wog,'
about their real estate needsappointment. Behr% e me, i‘nur cpeciaftv,m60_0,..u_v.
lhe'”' are The best ones. 'do r & „ Thurman on the.
Why? • ...court sigUare or (all Pat.
Often. prospects who are ..!4°b1" 711'44" °I 753-
- • • IM118. We're here tir help!transferring into your area. .
are on • diini .Frouroshinsr?!"1•----. 
'To BUY--See US! To SELL--List with US!
Choice lake side home, gentle slope to waters
edge. Year round home, 2 wood burning
fireplaces, large lot, stin deck, 2 or 3 bedrooms.
all weather road. Priced to sell. Shown by ap-
pointment.
Gibson 36', 270 HP houseboat, sleeps six, mint
condition. For more information call us.
Nice cottage in Lakeway Shores SUbdivision,
aluminum siding, fully insulated, 2 lots,
lakeview, excellent for retirement couple, low
maintenance, water t2.50 per mofith.
New brick home in Lynnwood Estates, 3
bedrooms, lu? baths, 106 x 200' lot, low 40's. Call
us today.
TWo bedroom frame home on Route 121, 3 miles
S.E. of Murray, priced in teens.
Mobile home, 12' x 60'. furnished, underpinned, 2
lots. Ls mile off 280. 10' x 50' porch. Price
reduced, owner says sell.
We have a wide selection of building lots at
Popular flrices.
Let Us Show You Any Of These or other quality
homes we have listed.
Fulton Young Realty
Any Time




, Chester Thomas Fulton frYoung
_753-8274 • 7534946
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18 Sewing 20 Sports Equipment 22 Musical
HOUSE OF THOUSANDS BIRD DOG PUPS. Have . BALDWIN.14ANOS and
bred 'My male BrittanyNeedleart benter, &rah. organs, used pianos.
SFox .. on of Cheyanne Sam16th Street in Lonardo Piano Co.,
Meadows, now has with a female Setter, acrosstrom Post-Offtee,
Paternayan Tapeitry -gfiffiddntighter--ofT -mr; Paris, Th.




stitch, crewel, and floss
embrodery.
Latch hook in ,28
designs, knitting and
crochet yarn. Kits and
accessories for all your
needlearts.
19 Farm Equipment
. SUPER C tractor,
bushog, disc, excellent '
condition. Call 474-2752.
20. Sports Equipment
' CARROLL 850 compound
bow, 1 year old, also
Büi'k&Iiak magnum.
50 lb. pull. Both set up
for hunting. Excellent
condition. Must sell. Call
after 5, 753-0458_
LARGE 3 x 6 Electric air.
hockey table, walnut
finish. Like new. Ideal
_Christmas gift. $150.,,
Call Jeannie Crittendon,
7. 753-7709 after 3:30.
medium ranging •
manageable dog. They
are beautiful pups. 7




lbs. Wing Chapperal 45-
60 lb. Wing Ketchum 45-






Amid Costly Nome books
KtIly'slermite
& Pest Control
Nemo *growl owl opompled tow 20
years Do nor or my mem" wofil i.
f





organ. Like new. 650.00.
Call 1-527-9283.
24. Miscellaneous
27. Mobile Home Sales
• - MUST SELL 11178 Atlantic_
risobile home, 12 x 65, 3
bedroom, 1/2 bath, new















• Urethane- foam-. All
"sizes, •ali
to your specs. West Ky
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
Want charm and comfort? Then try the house at .
1708 Calloway for only $31,000.00. Three bedroom
brick, storrrasloors and-windows, disposal, -ranger- .
refrigerator.
Plush and lush is the house at 818 North 20th
Street. 2,600 square feet of living space; central
gas heat, central electric air; fireplace; carpet,
divosat; range; refrigerator; dishwasher; two
ear -garage. lee it to betieve it! M4,500:00.
Edna knight 753-4110 Lela Reed 753-60116
$am Knight 753-4111 Pat Armstrong 436-2174
Patsy Fain 753-4376, Ray Roberts 436-5660
Anna Reimer% 753-2477








Demco base -linear. Call
474-2748 or 474-8848.
FOR SALE: 12 inch black
and white television.
Perfect for dorm room
or second T.V. Good
condition. Best offer.
Call 767-4114 anytime.






garage, central arr. 75'1
225' lot. 200 ft. off High-
way 280. /65M. Call 436-




4enundt:plin. nheamig, nalicel-fraoinri  NICEnettr Vr CiRt yO(Iwik4ithbehicokg 
Dalmatioii femalef,
porch. Furnished or Farrow house. Call 753-- 50,00. Call 
1-527-9283.
unfurnished. -Call 751- 0430 or write P.O. Box





Clean-2 bedroom in. 
excellentcondition.
$6,500. Then rent the
large private lot with all
improvements for $45.00
a month. See Steve
Bailey one mile out 641
N. or call 753-9908.
4972 12 x 60 Fifth Avenue,
2 bedroom. Central air.
Extra-nice. Call 753-3280
before 5 or 436-5524 after




'full bath and shower.
Close to campus, for 4
or 5 college girls.
Phone 753-5108
ex 6:00 .m.




1200 sq. ft. warehouse
space with office and
bath. Chat driveway'
and loading ramp.
Rear South 4th and









THREE h E D KUM_ .11111=11111_, _
trailer, Lynn Grove,




mobile home spaces for








32 Apartments For Rent
• NEWLY- DECORATED
apartments for girls.
60.110 per month. Call
753-3685.
FURNISHED APT. for















753-0264, after 6:30 489-
2310........
.SF.POBTSMEN OR
HUNTERS - I have one
trained female white-
and orange pointer, age
- 3 years, her sire national
--eltarittoorir-.7tIsn' her -- • - --4AR5FEQUIPASENT--- -
135 Massey Ferguson tractor 4 cyl. gas burner, 2-14 MF
spring trip Wows, 61/2 ft. tufline disc. Int. hay baler, side
delivery hay rake, 6 .ft. MF cycle mower, Freeman front
end loader, JD Manure spreader, 2 row cultivator, 2 row
burch drill, 3 point hitch 100 gal. 'prayer, Culti-packer
tractor seed sower, 4 wheel rubber tire wagon, other items
not mentioned.
Wilicon  753_3536._ •
247-5464
°smart KR. Hoover -





portunity of a lifetime.
L4Wetta Jobs Realtors,
753-1492.








located only 1/2 block






garden area. This is an
unequaled housing
opportunity so better act
fast! Priced in mid 20's.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222- We are working
hard to provide the best








age 11 months grown in
size, broke to gun, easily
handled, well started in
field. Chanipion breed.
Will sell each at
reasonable offer. G. 0,
34. Houses For Rent





. BASEMENT SALE; rain
or shine. Saturday- 9
a.m. All Day. 2014
College Farm Rd. Call
753-8333.









  18 Lb. leg INP
From the Texas Velley-Strte end Government Inspected
Can buy From BILL JONES 305 S. 12th
COMFY REOROOM
On 641 North, this newly renovated 3 bedroom
home has IL? baths, fireplace, garage, gas heat
and 1.6 acres of land. On city gas and water, with.
wall to wall carpet. Hard to find's° much for so
little. E22.000.00.
COZY 7 RFDROOM
At 230 S. 15th Street is this well built home with
fireplace. Has economical gas heat, utility room,
nice range in kitchen. Large dining area. Deep
lot with 2 storage houses and you can't beat the
price S20,000 00
ROOMY 4 BEDROOM
This large home at 303 S. 13th St. offers plenty of
room for the large family. Has many closets and
2 fireplaces, storm dbors and windows. You will
be delighted with its spaciousness. All this for
$38,000:00.
NIFTY LAKE COTTAGE
Really Sharp 2 bedroom cottage in Center Ridge
Subdivision. Carpeted and partially furnished.
Has fireplace and large redwood deck, also car-
port and new air conditioner. Must see to ap-
preciate. Low, low price of $18,000.00.
"Your Key.People In Real Es fate-
901 Sycamore Street Phone 753-7724
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTINGS
Guy Spann 753-1587 Louise Baker 753-2409
Jack Pers.*, 753-8961 Prentice Dunn 753-5725
- T C. Collie-753-6122--
GARAGE SALE: One
mile on Pottertown









Barn, 13th and Main,





November 12, 1977, 12:30
p. m. Water Valley, Ky.
Offeritig bulls, open
heifers, bred heifers,
cows and calves. Cows
bred to R. W. J. Victor J.




BER 12, 1002 Glendale
Road, (Circarama). _
From Big Johns turn
East on Glendale, 4th
house on left. Jr. and
misses womens clothing




YARD SALE 204 South
9th,- Saturday,
November 12. 9 a.m.
tilP
INDOOR GARAGE sale,
520 South 6th Street.





items. Priced cheap. v.





FARM EQUIPMENT -aidDAIRY -CATTIE
COMPLETE DISPERSAL
Tuesday November 15, 1977
10:00 AM. - RAIN or SHINE!
At the farm of W.R. Hoover 441 Miles North West of
Mayfield, Ky. Go Key Bottom Rd. proceed to Carter Rd.,
sale just off of Carter Rd. Watch for sale arrows.
46 Head DAIRY CATTLE 46 Head
25 Holstein cows now in production and springing.
21 Holstein heifers open & breed.
WADAM records kept. These cows have 12,000 pound
yearly average.
cow Will have acIeàr bang free certificate.
.Cows& heifers are artificially, bred and will,have.breeding
certificate.
375 Gal. bulk tank creamy package 3. unit perfection
pipeline milking machine.
Whom Dickerson
Route 2. Mayfield, Ky.
247-2841
ism- saaismimeinamossiaismrac:maac:=t.-2
Ci. Pulse., Wilkins on & Sons  *41,
LINIEM.05121, 4/4-54.91411110B1 IN IT. 4 MI.
Peal Waken." keep










Insuioncs & Rail Estate
Soutimi4st-CesstreSquera
ttirmy.Itetwki__ _ _ _
753-4451
43 Real Estate
JUST LISTED - In-
vestMent Property., an
apartment building.








Saturday, November 12, 1977
12:30 p.m.
Water Valley, Ky.
Offering bull, open heifers, beta
heifers, cows and calves. Cows bred to
R.W..J. Victor J Three 212. For more
information call .
' 502-355-2256
Sell your own Property you riverboat gambler
you, and...invite possible burglar into your
home. Have people over at all times day and
night. Answer the phone day and night. Have
curiosity seekers in your home. Ask too much for
your home. Ask too little for your home. Try and
answer legal Questions about selling. Listen to
criticism about your home. Spend your own
money advertising.
OR
Let The Netion Shat Co., ttEALTORS screen
and quality buyers. Keep out the window shop-
pers. Make suggestions as to how to make your
property Ipore ,saleable. Swot alair market
price. Handle all details from listing, your
property to handing you a cheek when your sale
it closed. ".
The Nelson Shroot -
Co., REALTORS
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
759-1707 or 759-1716
"Helping people is our business"
1976 Oldsmobile Cutlass, 4 door, extra clean, new
car trade in.
1974 Oldsmobile Cutlass, 4 door, extra nice, new,
car trade in.
'1975 Chrysler Newport•Cu.stom,.4 door hard top,
40,000 miles, extra nice, new car trade in.
1973 Pontiac Catalina 4 door, -ilouble power and
air, new car trade in.
1972 MG Convertable, "collectors item."
- S0weDlulanaLzatarlidLat.BiLSIvklif,a
Good Used Cars Needed
Highest Trade-Ins
PURDOM
0th- Peetiet • Willa
"Sat:4rd Customers As.. Ow
Maio Concern'
1406 West Moir 753-5315
Home of Distinction
Just listed this beautiful and spacious 4 bedroom,
21/2 bath home in Gatesborough Subdivision.
Almost 3,000 square feet of Comfortable, well
designed living area in this 2-story brick home.
Central natural gas heat, lovely fireplace, for-
m-al-dining room, private patio with gas grill and
we could go on and on! Why not take a look at this





George Gallagher 753-8129 Geri Andersen 753-7932
Harry Patterson 492-8302 BiN Kopperud 753-1222
Bill Rayburn 753-4474


























10 ACRES for sale near
Kentucky Lake. Priced






12th. Street 1 lot fromwants to sell fast. Phone
Main Street. Ideall_c2ppeiud RealiY, 753- !matron -for restaurant,1222 for friendly, or any retail business.
t1011.9 














spacious residence in a
park-like setting of 201/2
acres. This lovely,
warm home has 4
bedrooms, 21/2 baths,
separate dining room,






inside the home and two
outside storage-building.
Let us show you all the
unique details Iligt make
this home stalW value.











decorated, 3 bedroom, 2
. bath home located  
miles IminJUunlay.
There's a sunken living
room, formal dining


























ft. includes 3 bedrooms,
2 baths, family room,






Wilson Inc_ All Real
Estate anytime.
128 ACRES-Completely
fenced with most cross-
kneed, 92 acres ten-
dable. Has well, stock









bedroom beat, 2 bat* ,
carpeting, drapes,




x 22 concrete patio, 12 x





45 Farms For Sale




4 6 Homes For Sale
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1973 MAZDA FtX3, white
station wagon. Your
cylinders, $650. Call 753-
4700.
1998 GMC truck for sale.
Sell cheap. Call
Grogan, 753-3820 after 5
p.m.
1972 FORD LTD. Maroon
with white vinyl top;
Two door. Call after 4,
753-3894.
1966 CHEVROLET
pickup truck aid 1972
Buick Ltd. Call 753-8410
51. Services Offered
ELECTRIC WIRING






Company Inc. Air con-






after 5 p.m or see at 502  --
South 11th.
BY OWNER 3 bedroom ,•,/ - 1Wf .. 1974 LINCOLN MaiielV.
.•,: ..-0.4.4.#4024..~, -
modern home and 3'.-2 Call 753 4445„ . '
acres with 460 ft., road " WHEN I TELL.OU. I NA/ANT Nalli141.& e. 
frontage- Block "t- FOR C HVZ I SirMAS-siti1S-- 1/44E AM-1-110$01`19114:- 'FORD PICKUP,
building with- new 4" MEAN -N437HINfiria MALL"- ...- very good condition.
' Sgtri Call 75,133113
plastic well and • nice..
barn. Home -partially:-
carpeted, has fireplace
and built-in gas range
and dishwasher.
Country setting, 6 miles
North of Paris, Ten-
nessee on Old Murray




bedroom home, wall to
wall carpeting, carport






' % acre lot with-small




49. Used Cars & Trucks
1964 INTERNATIONAL
pickup. Call 753-3280.
1972 ELECTRA 225 lull
power and air. Four
door hardtop. Call 474-
2771 after 5 p. m.
197i PLYMOUTH, new
power brakes and 100
volt alternator, good
tires, air condition, and
other extras. Mbst sell.
Priced below book pricet
Call 767-2289.
1971 COUNTRY -SQUIRE--
-Ford --12T-D. - -Double -
power and air Call 753- -
1973-PLYMOUTH Custom
Suburban Station
_ Wagon, CO-ood condition
with. good set of tires.
9_5040. phone 351;6217.
1961 GMC truck, six
cylinder( 2 ton. 1973
Gyaria Prix, tilt wheel,
landau top. Call 753-3454.
BUY ME I'm cute and I
run well. 1$76-V.W. Call
between 5 and ,8 p.m.
753-0663._ _ _
1973 MAVERICK, $1500.
Call 474-2392 after 5 p.m.
1970 GTO brown Ind gold.





1974 TOYOTA pickup. ••
• 11,000 piles, excellent





- -garage , nice--
shaded lot. Near
Southside Shopping
Center at 1106 Pogue
Ave. Only- $19,000.--






420 S. 8t-li Street has 3 apartments each with bath.
Double garage and on extra deep lot. Good in-
come and well located. House is in good state of
repair. Call for appointment.
Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Street - Phone 753-7724
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTINGS
Guy Spann, 753-2587 Louise Baker, 753-2409
Jack Paschall, 753-8961 Prentice Dunn, 753-5725
T. C. Collie 753-5122
SOUTHWEST MURRAY. IMMEDIATE
POSSESSION. Will rent with option to purchase
to qualified buyer: This brick home-is- In ex-
cellent condition, all rooms are large especially
the kitchen which would be most convenient for
the up coming holidays, 3 bedrooms,' den, one
bath, utility area. Call collect it 527-1441 for
more details.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION. A lovely home in
prestige area. Just 1/2 miles south of Kentucky
Dam. 4 spacious bedrooms, 21/2 baths, family
room with fireplace, large formal living room,
dining room, breakfast nook attached garage,
large entrance foyer, large closets and so many
other extras: Priced - $52,500.00.
CALLOWAY COUNTY. GOOD INVESTMENT
IN THE TIME when everyone is searching for
that small acreage to-build on or just save. 13
acres all fenced, 2 new ponds and a barn. Also, 2
bedrooin mobile home with living room, kitchen,











Drive in_  Gateshorough--- -
Three 'bedrooms, 2
.baths,-large den--with- -
. wood burning fireplace,
living room dining area.
Kitchen, with all built!'
)18,1* of closet.spact:__;-•
Including walk-in. 27_00




acre. Has nice rith
garden place. Come by
at Joe Hortin, Route 3,
Box 119, off of Highway





Located on South 11th.
Cheap. Call aftec5 p.rn'-
753-3336 Or 753-6278 or
753-2658.
47 Motorcycles
LAY AWAY a he' et or
any other motorcycle
accessory. Now at Town
And Country Yamaha,
Murray, Ky. 753-8078.
LAY AWAY a Yamaha
motorcycle now at Town
and Country Yamaha,
Murray, Ky. 753-8078.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1969 CAMARO SS, 350
automatic, extra nice. B
Allis Chahner tractor,
plow and cultivator. Call
after 5 p.m. 474-2392.
1t78 GRAND PRIX, low
mileage, one owner. Tilt
wheel, landau top, ex-





disc brakes. Call 474-
2748 or 474-8848.





Power and air. AM-FM










power and air. Very
good condition. Ca11.7.53-
8693.
1974 24' SELF CON-
1971-FORD MUSTANG-6 "MED.
_cylind.,73174 
' 'speed.- -Good Condition: 
-after-5'30,- -iseryouirDooR436-5344. Air, power steering and
liower .0 _1973 VEGA GT, fall power - 753.6206_ 
brakes. $20, Call
and air. $625• C441
'0229 befcire
1913 PONTIAC LE
MANS, motor in good
shape. Great work- c-ar.




truck. Call 753-4669 or




Military jeep, $t)o. Call
753-0521, after 6, 436-
2165.
1967 CADILLAC De Ville.
'All power, good shape...
Call 753-3557.
1974 CUSTOM
DELUXE 10. . $2175
CHEVY
"PICKUP'





but hi miles. Tan with
brown vinyl
upholstery. Retail








*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE





4 miles North on 641
1977 Hornet, less-than /0,000 mil-6.433795.00.
1977 Gremlin, Over 1 year warranty, $3795.00.
1973 El Camino, 21895.00.
1976 Hornet, $3195.06.
1975 El Camino $3675.00.
1971 Cadalic Coupe de Ville $109.00-
1971 Maverick, $1195.00.
_ . . . . .
1972 Mavetick$2200.00.









1973 BUICK Electra, 4
door. AM-FM radio. Call
7534445.
1976 GRAND PRIX, low
- mileage, one owner. Tilt
Wheel, landau top,





both Starcraft and Fan.
'Travel trailers and pop
up. Take advantage of
fall prices on new 78
models and be ready for
spring. Bank flMOcIfl
available. Located 4




- Sears continous gutters
installed per Ydlif
specifications. Call





-department at. 1-24 and




111y Sears save on these
high heat and cooling-
bills: _Call .Doug ,taylor
at 753-2310 for free
0259' tody
FENCE SALES at fiesta.
now. rillitg-- afFer
at 753-2310 for free
estimates for your
needs.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and •backhoe work
needs. Also septic- tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane, Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall





437-4533 or after 8 p.m
354-8161 or 354-8138. ,
ELECTRICAL WHIM' -
home or industrial. Call








finest homes for over 30




Why pay rent whenyou can own this furnished12
rituristateliMilFM-Itirge-Fer-milruT WAN' ad-
- ditional family roorn, screenedrporch, carport,
and outside storage - Only $12,000.
Want an inexpensive home in town? It's at 413
N. 6thSt. Aluminum siding exterior, natural gas
heat, fireplace, outside storage, garden spot, and
redone interior. All on large lot -only $16,700.
Want a good small investment? This corner lot in
Canterbury .Estates in neighborhood of fine. .homes is iton1y$6,300.
The Nelson
Shroat Co., Realtors
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
759,1707 or 759-1716
51 Services Offered 51 Services Offered
LICENSED ELEC- _Do NW, need.., *Amps
TRICIAN prompt ef- removedfrom your yard
ficient service. NO job or land cleared of
too small. Call -Emelt stempe? We can remee,..---
-White, 753-0606. -stumps up to -24"
 -beneath grount-Leav
GENERAL wakte proy-sim.clust and
remodeling, framing, T Call- for free estimate,
aluminum siding and _.-Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
gutters. Call 1-354-894' 'Bob -Kemp, -435-4343.
or 1-362-4895.
INSULATION, SAVES__
Pt Attics and wells
cuSTSMICARPrr care- -_blown. -Free _ estimates.
Call 753-3316.,SteAM clealidtie-fotiM at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we 
will clean the hallway HAVING TROUBLE
free, limit 4:10. A 10' x getting those small
10' rbom would only be plumbing jobs done?
$8.00. Call 753-1335. Thom call 753-6614. ,• _
LICENSED - ELEC-GENERAL BACKHOE ThicIAN and gas Ii-work, gravel hauling stallation '.40and top soil. Call Joe plumbing, beatiacaisc„• Baird, 436-2306. • se7203wer cleaning. Ca11753-
WILL HAUL
DRIVEWAY gravel Or
decorative rock or stock













struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
WILL DO BABYSITTING
in my home. From 7 till
5 p.m. Phone 753-5152.
Have you always wanted a
real LOG Nemo, huh! or a,
ROUND um, !HIV How about





FREE TO GOOD HEM&
6 month old Collie
puppy. Will make nice





R;Grog, ready to No. Or boy • WOW mei few Complete old
f•fd`f fo osomobio Sot op to SAO sfoodord, hot proof mg oloo
itoe/od. Soo Ms rut Hos eons *OM= Iroft sed Imp lie boot
for loss. -
• POOTAILI INNUMPli 7534011 - - -
A Fireplace That Says
Relax! Everything 'about this 3 bedroom contemporary is
perfect - front to back, top to bottom. features Great
Room with built-in bookcases and desk. Quality




Helen Spann - 753-8579
rIii Payne - 753-9794
753-1492
1200-Syramore
_ken_ da !ones - 753-8668
Glenda Smith - 753-1499
Judy Johnston - 437-4146
Quality Realty Co.
A Benton Based Firm Serving All West Kentucky
FARM - Good remodeled, 3 bedroom home on
blacktop road with good water Supply. 97- Xeres
of land, good barns, & fences. Approx. 50'acres
open, rest in timber.
Approx. la acres of Hwy. frontage land near
Gob. Has many choice building sites. Priced to
sell.
11 Acres &miles north-of Murray, Good lanclwith
water supply & septic system. A good place to
build for $15,000.00.
Good 2 bedroom home in the country on approx. 2 •
acres on -good highway: Priced to sell at ---
$9,500.00.
Approx. 43 Acres of prime farm land. Has tobac-
co base & barn, and outbuildings. Located just
off Hwy. 94E. in the Elm Grove Community.
New country home located near Ky. Lake. 2
heditoms,--2--ba-ths, designecflor convenience & -
style_ Approx. 1 acre lot. 221,000.00.
WE HAVE FARMS OF ALL SIZES, HOMES, BUILDING LOTS, LAKEFRONT
8 LAKE ACCESS HOMES IL LOTS, COMMERCIAL, AND INVESTMENT PROPERTY
Whatever Your Real Estate Needs... Call Us
Quality Realty Co.
Darrell Cope. Broker
337 North Poplar Phone 527-1468
CALLO WAY COUNTY NUMBER 753-9625
"PADUCAH NUMBER 43-2312
After hours, please call:
Charles Jeffery 474-2337
Darrel Morgan S27-8174
Bob Riley 527-9086 -
Jock Crittenden 435 4483
Bill Brumett 527-9921
Volney Brien, MGR, 527 96 78
WE WANT TO BE YOUR REAL ESTATE COMPANY
,NmENErmi•.mr••••:.
A
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McDougal of 1008 Olive Street,
MarraY.. died., ratradaY at.
12:40 p. m. at the Jennie
Stuart Hospital, Hopkinsville.
She was 79 years of age.
The Murray woman was a
member of the Memorial
Baptist Church. Born
December 12, -1897, in Hick-
than Colinty,-Tra , She was tha
daughter of the late Marshall
J. Jenkins and Katherine
Baker Jenkins. One daughter,
Miss Nell McDougal, died in
1929, and one son, J. D.
M'cDougaI, died in July 1963:
Mrs. McDougal is survived
by her husband, Toy
McDougal, 1008 Olive Street,
Murray; two daughters, Mrs.
-Louis- (Juanita) Dicker aura
Trenton, and Mrs. Earl
(Virginia-) Ragan, Denver,
Colo.; two sisters, Mrs. J. T.
Saunders, Cleveland, Miss.,
and Mrs. Essie Hurt,
McEwen, Tn.; five grand-
children; one great grand-
The funeral will be held
Saturday at 2:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral „Home with, the Rev.
Jerrell White and the Rev.
Buren Richerson officiating.
The music will be by the Rev.
Ron Hampton.
- - Active pallbearers Will be
the active deacons of the
Memorial Baptist ;Church.
Serving as an honorary group
will be the inactive deacons of
the Memorial Church-. - Burial
will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friend:4 rhay tall- at The






When Hit By Truck;
Funeral Is -Today
Michael lime, 17-month-old
son of Mr. and Mrs. Danny
Lane Of -Beam Route Three,.
was killed. Wednesday when
he was struck by a truck.
Marshall County Coroner
Jess Collier said the, accident
occurred in the driveway at
the home of the child's
grandfather, Melvin lame. He
TdiWèTvinLáne had parked
the truck, had started it again
and the truck was moving
when it struck the child. The
child reportedly had been
playing with a puppy in the
yard just before theatecident.
The coroner said he would rule
the mishap as accidental.
In addition to his parents, he
is survived by one sister, Miss
Jennifer Lane,- Benton; hieba
grandparents, Joe Ed Wyatt
- and MCIvin Lane, both of
Benton, and Mrs. Babb Cobb,
Smithland; two great grand-
parents, Mrs. Avalou Tyree,
Benton, and Mrs. Pauline
Kindonmon, Paducah, and one
great-great-grandmother,
Mrs. Clyde Tyree, Benton.
Services are being held at
two p.m. today at the chapel of
the Collier Funeral Home,
Benton, with the Revs. Fred
Thomas and Don Lawrence




Gary McDennotta and "Greg
Gardner.
The funeral for Eldridge
flaandial. otallazel Route One.
will be held Saturday at two p.
m. at the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church, where he was a
member, wit  the Rev. Dr.
'WithaxnP:Mnthns,-Jr.; of- -
ficiating. The Church Choir
will provide the music.
Active pallbearers will be
nephews who are James Dale
Erwin,, Max Parks, Eddie
Workman, James Mahan,
Kenny Dale Erwin, James
Rogers, Van McGinnis, and
Steve Carraway. Honorary
pallbearers will be members
of the Men's Bible Class and or
- the Men's Fellowship Class of
the church.
Interment will be in the
church cemetery with the
arrangements by thaBlalock-
Coleman Funeral Home
where friends may call until
the funeral hour.
Mr. Brandon, age 59, died
Wednesday at 9:05 p.m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
He was an employee of the
Murray Division of the
Tappan Company where he
had been employed since
October 12, 1948. He was--
known as "Clockmaker" on
the Citizens Band Radio.
The Calloway Man was
married to the former' Ola
Mae Mohundro on October 5,
1940, and she survives. Born
October 27, 1918, in Calloway
County, he was the son of Mrs:
Pearl Taylor Brandon, who
survives, and the late Curtis
Brandon. One son, Larry
Wayne Brandon, died in 1951.
Survivors include his wife
and mother, both of Hazel
Route One; two daughters,
Mrs. Lonnie (Wanda) Kimbro,
Murray Route Four, and Mrs.
Steve (Joyce) Gordon, 2109
Brookhaven, Murray; one
sister, Mrs. James Euel
(Brenda) Erwin, and one
brother, Preston Brandon,
both of Hazel Route One; two
grandsons, Roger Kimbro and
Scott Gordon.
John Vernon Hale
Dies At Age 01 21;
Funeral Saturday
Word has been received of
the death of John Vernon
Hale, age 21, who died very
suddenly Wednesday at five
p.m. at his apartment, 2092
Jefferson, Memphis, 'Fn.
The young man is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Solon G. Hale of
Murray and Mrs. Relda Hale
of Memphis, 'AC Also 
-sueviving are one sister, Mrs.
- Sin
Francisco,-CaL; two brothers,
Iravid G. Hale, Gr. Mtn. Falls,
Colo., and Van R. Hale,
Memphis, Tn.; grandmother,
Mrs.. Vernon . Hale, Murray_
He was the grandson of the
late Vernon Hale of Murray.
Mr. Hale was a student at
Memphis State and a member
of St. Elizabeth Episcopal
Church, Raleigh, Tn., where
funeral services will be held
Saturday at ten a.m. -
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of contributions.- to
the Memorial Ftuid for John
Vernon Hale to be sent to the
University of Tennessee
Medical Unit, Department of
Pathology Research, Mem-
phis, Tn. The young man had





The final rites for Mrs. Nova
Mae Routon are being held
today at twou.m. at the chapel
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Bro. James
Thomasson officiating. The
song service is by a-group of
singers from the Williams
Chapel Church of Christ where
_ she Was a member.
Serving as pallbearers are
Dan Charlton, Jerry, William,
Andy, and Ronnie Rogers, and
Michael Herndon. Burial will
follow .in the Antioch
Cemetery.
Mrs. Routon, age 76, died
Wednesday at two a.m. at her
home near Lynn Grove. Her
husband, Robert Routon, died
in 1962, and one sister, Mrs. F.
C. (Clover) Charlton, died in
January 1976.
She is survived by one
sister, Mrs. Quitmon Hern-
don; five brothers, Hafford,
Hillard, _Clayton, Edwin, and
Charles Rogers; several
nieces and nephews.
4,̀ SECURITY FEDERAL •4.
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Mrs..Ahaedia PerleY of Fart,'
Lauderdale, Fla. died at her
borne. She was the wife of the
late Lama Farley and was the _
daughter aLthe,late Barnett
Wear and Annie Marshall
Wear.
The deceased was a former
resident of Murray and
Calloway County. She is
survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Carl (Anna Lee)
Ferrara, and one grand-
daughter, Annette, of Florida;
two sisters, Mrs. Martin
(Virginia) Wilser, Louisville,
and Mrs. Elvis Swor.
The Rev. Dr. David C. Roos
will conduct services- at the
Murray City Cemetery at a_
time to he announced. The J.
H. Churchill Funeral Home
will have charge of the local
rrangements.
Mrs. Blacklock Is
Dead At Age 50
The funeral services for
Mrs. Thursie Barrow
Blacklock, formerly of
Calloway County, were held
Tuesday, November 8, at
Garden City, Mich. She was 50
years of age. '
Mrs. Blacklock is survived
by her husband, Jerry
Blacklock; five sons, Donnie,
Gary, Jerry Albert, and Roy
Dene Blacklock, all of Garden
City, Mich., and Dwight
Blacklock, Chicago, Ill.; two
daughters, Miss Lucille
Blacklock, -.Garden City,
Mich., and Mrs. Barbara-
Sanders, Bell City.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Betty Hutchens
and Mrs. Thelma Stanley, and
one brother, Robert Barrow,
all of Paducah; seven grand-




The Murray Cburch of The
located at Doran."'
Road and Plainview „Drive.
will hold revival services
starting Tuesday, November
15, and continuing through
son(lay, November 20.
Services will be at 7:30 each
evening with the evangelist to
be the Rev. Mark Hamilton,
according to the church
pastor, the Rev. Elmer V.
Hughes, who ihvites the public
to attend.
STOCK MARKET
. Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Tunes by Forst of Michigan. Corp-. of
Murray. are as follows
Heublein Inc  24 -A.
McDonalds Corp 491.
Ponderosa Systems  15'. unc
Kimberly Clark 
UniOn Carhide  431. + '4
R . Grace 28
Texaco 271.
General Elec 52'. +Is
. 77: . ....... rinhe





Franklin Mint .  81.
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &





AiF-Products, .. - 
4 unc
AT&T . .  
. . .... 0,4.Ashland Oil 31,s 
Ford Motor Co. . r. 451.. +
Gen. Dynamics  51 +14
Gen. Motors 67'. +'








ALBANY, N: Y. (AP) - A
cache of rure. 19th ceptuty.
wine has been unearthed in
the cellar of a Revolutionary-
era mansion. here, but an
expert says it must be
examined to determine
whether It - is "pricelss
treasure or dust."
Alex McNally, international
wine manager at Heublein
Inc., -said he was astounded
when he first squeezed past
the, jammed doors of the
musty wine cellar of the 180-
year-old Ten Broeck Mansion,
now ownec by the Albany
County Historical Association.
There he found 30 unopened
cases of 26 bottles each.
Among _them were such
rarities as Chateau Mouton-
Rothschild 1875, Chateau
Lafite 1868 and 1870 and
Chambertin.1875. .
McNally described' the.
'cache as "the largest and '
most important collection of
19th century, 'golden age
vintages ever discovered in
America."
He likened the discovery to
the uncovering of King
Tutankhamen's tomb in the
1920s and said the wine had.
great potential value.
The cache was to be shipped
to Heublein's wine warehouse
in Ea& Hartford; Conn:,' for
further inspection. The best of
the collection will be offered
for sale at Heublein's national
auction of rare wines next
May in Atlanta, McNally said.
Proceeds from the sale will
be AO to continue restoration
of the mansion, which was
built in 1797 for Abraham Ten'
Broeck, a- Revollitionary War
general from Alban's- Dutch
_commuaity.
Although the historical
group has owned the mansion
since 1948, association
members said the door to the
win cellar remained-leaked
and forgotten because of the
aociety's board members, Col.
William Hannay, had resisted
attempts to ailistzub its con-
tents. Hannay died last
November.
The cases willabe opened at
_Heublein's Eaat Hartford
facility, and each bottle-will be
examined- - Mc-
Nally said.
He said that in adcfition to
the estate name and vintage,
otherkey -factors determining
the value of the win will be
color, the level or fill in the
bottle and the condition of the
cork.
Wines such as Chateau
Mouton-Rothschild 1880,
Chateau Haut-Brion 1875 and
Chateau Lafite 1868 - all
represented in the collection
- could bring hundreds of
dollars a bottle if they are in
good conditon, he said.
-A bottle of Lafite 1868 in
perfect Condition was sold -for
2,200 dollars at the 1976
Heublein auction of rare
wines," McNally said.
_
UNLIMITED BANQUET Pittir — BM Rouse with the Murray-Calloway
County chapter of Ducks Unlimited, a waterfowl preservation group,
displays a Cadiz B & B Food Products ham the organization will offer as a
prize -during an auction at the annual Ducks Unlimited banquet Nov. 17. A
comparable ham is the reigning Kentucky State Grand Champion and went
at auction this year for '35,150, and some '1,850 a pound, a new worlds
record. rickets to the banquet are available locally from Tom Rushing at
Bank of Murray and Bobby Grogan at the Murray Branch of Hopkinsville
Satiings and Loan.
Corn Harvest Decrease
Blamed On Rain, Birds
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - A 4
percent decrease in Kentucky's corn
.hervest is btarned on harvest-season
rains and hungry blackbirds.
Estimates of the state's corn -crop by
the U.S. Department of Agriculture
were reported as 127.4 million bushels
Thursday, down 4, percent from last
month's estimate and 8 percent below
the record harvest of 1976.
The logs -Vias 'partly attributed to
rams that caused some of the corn to
fall Opu in the fields said _Larry
Snipes, of the Kentucky Crop and
Livestock Reporting Service. He said
bird damage also was a factor.
, State Agriculture Department of-
ficials have said that about 30 million
starlings, • grackles and -other-black- -
birds have invaded the state this year.
In addition to being a possible health
hazard, the birds are known to feed on
the state's corn crop.
aata additionale a. Varteterop Thur-
sday's report also said the national corn
estimate was going up, which was bad
Hog Market
Federal State Market New; Service
November 11. 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts. Act. 703 Est. 645 Barrows &
Gilts .50 lower Sows weak tot.00 lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs 83715-38.00 few 38.75




US 1-2 270-350 lbs  $.10.0041.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs 
629US 1-3 450-650 lbs $30.00-32.03fr;3°3.°°00 




The Murray Lions Club
heard reports from the
basketball coaches of
Calloway County High School,
Murray High School and
_ -Murray State -ThuversilyáF-
the meeting on Tuesday night.
Murray State University
head coach Fred Overton and
assistant coach Bob Ward,
plus Murray High coach Cary
Miller and Calloway County
coach Clayton Hargrove each
talked to the club about
prospects for the upcoming
season.
Each of the coaches
reported on the players who
are expected to lead their
team this year, with the
Services Cancelled
The regular worship ser-
vices at the Temple Hill
United Methodist Church,
Located east of Alrno on High-
way 464, will not be held
Sunday, November 13, due to .
the illness of the pastor, the
Rev. A. H. McLeod.
Sunday School will be held
at ten a. m. on Sunday,
November 13,-and the public*.
weed to attend., a chuteho
spokesman said.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.3,
down 0.3.
Below dam 312.0, up 1.0.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.4,
down 0.4. _
Below dam 318.1, tm till -
Sunset 4:51. Sunrise 4:31.
commitment of total effort for
every game, and the promise
of an exciting season of their
respective schedules.
President Yancey Watkins
repeated _ a successful radio
auction and expressed ap-
preciation of the club for the
support of merchants, patrons
and the radio station.-
Plans are underway for the
annual Christmas ladies night
to be held on December 13,
and announcement was made
of the Paducah Telethon of
Stars which will be conducted
on November 19-20 from
WPSD-TV.
Guests at the meeting were
Don Leet, Everett Miller and
Tom Page all of Murray.
ATTEND LIONS Mff-ftNC—Four local basketball
coaches attended a recent lions Club meeting and repor-
ted ors upcoming <easons Pictured above are (left): Dr.
lack Rose, lions Club program chairman. Bob Ward.
Murray State University assistant Mach Clayton
Hargrove, Calloway 'Craunry nigh School head coach,
Fred. Overton, Murray State University head Coach and,




A 76-year-old Route 6, Murray, man
was transported to Western Baptist
Hospital today for further treatment
following a two car collision on-K-Y 04
east Of Murray abOut 8:30 a. m.
- According -tcr-a spokesman for
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, the
Juana Lewis B. Noonan, sustained a
fractured jaw in the accident.
Also injured in the collision were Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Scates, Route 5, Fulton.
_ Mrs.. Scates,.44-sustaineti LleerAtions 
and contusions in the accident, while
her husband, 47, sustained abrasions
and contusions, the hospital spokesman
said. .
"Kentucky State Police said witnesses
to the accident said Noonan, headed,
west on the highway, attempted to turn ,
into a driveway, crossing in the path of
the Scares', who were traveling east on
the highway.
news in terms of the pricesjarmers can
expect to receive. .
The natharal corn estimate went up 1.-
percent to 6.36 billion bushels, making
it about 2 percent larger than _last
year's record crop.
But recent reports indicate that the
Soviet Union will buy more U.S. grain
than had been expected, which could
push the prices up.
The USDA estimated the national
soybean harvest at-1.68 billion biisliels,
up 2 percent from last month's
projection and up. 3 percent from last
year's harvest. The Kentucky 'soybean'
crop was placed at 39.4 million bushels,
4 percent aboVe the October forecast.
_Indiana's, corn estimate repained at
632.4 million bushel's, but that 'state's
-soybean 'estimate- rose-6 pereeeatiaaa.4 -
million bushels, which would be a
record.
Kentucky's burley tobacco estimate
was unchanged at 429.6 million pounds.
The forecast for the eight-state burley
belt, including Indiana; ---iriefe-a-ied-
slightly to 641.8 million pounds.
Board. . .
I Continued From Page! )
school lunches and funds.
Joanna Adams, school lunch coor-
dinator, said that the regulations
.require a daily breakdown into 12
different categories of the types of
lunches served in the school in order to
qualify for federal reimbursement.-
Some of the categories include free
lunches, reduced lunches, adult lun-
ches, etc.
The board discussed the possibility of
installing cash registers in the school
lunch rooms in an effort to keep tabs on
various types Of lunches and amounts
paid by the students.
Presently, teachers in the elemen-
tary schools. are'eollecting money for
lunches on a daily basis and the
. teachers must spend a portion-of their
regular classroom time accounting for
the money.
The board' directed the school pith-
cipals to notify parents by letter and to
ask that the 'problem be discussed at
parent-teacher organization meetings
to see if a suitable solution could be
found.
The spring sports program at
Calloway High was discuased and it
was pointed out to the board that sites
for baseball and track activities were
,presently tiging secured.
Assistant Superintendent Ron
MeAlister advised-the board-that the - -
system had received a $21,000 CETA
grant through the Purchase Aria-'
Development District that would
enable the hiring of 11 full-time;
unemployed young people from March-
AugiLif 19/11 to work on the outdoor' -




The Toyotas of Tomorrow. One look and youll know why we
call them the 1980 Celicas The Ara-modern GT Liftback and the
spirited€T Two -afrr-rew 1978 creations that refted the latest -
advances in Toyota engineering They meet or exceed all 1980
Federal fuel economy and safety standards Theyre years ahead of
their time, but built with traditional Toyota quality See the Toyotas
of Tomorrow . today'
Standard features you don't
• 2.2 liter SOHC engine -
• 5-speed overdrive
transmission(
• Power-assisted front disc
brakes
• AM/FM steenaillo
• Wide steel belted radial tires
fs
aMy extra for:
• Mag-type styled steel wheels
• Full instrumentation includ-
ing electric tachometer
• MacPherson strut front
suspelasion -
• Dual side view sport mirrors
• And more
Hatcher Auto Sales
515 So. 1211‘ - Murray - 753-4961
